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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Objectives 
This survey is one of a series aimed at monitoring the pelagic fish resources of Angola, as agreed 
with the Instituto de Investiga9ao Marinha (IIM), Luanda. 
The main objectives of the survey were the following: 
• To estimate the abundance and to map the distribution of the main commercially important 
pelagic and semi-pelagic fish species in Angolan waters, including the two sardinella 
species Sardinella aurita and S. maderensis, the Cunene horse mackerel Trachurus trecae, 
the Cape horse mackerel Trachurus trachurus capensis, the pilehard Sardinops ocellata and 
other pelagic species, mainly carangids. 
• To study the biological condition of the main species, including length weight-relationships, 
reproductive stages and stomach fullness. The refined method for determination of gonad 
maturity stages in T. trecae developed during the 2001 survey was app lied. 
• To collect gonads, stomachs and otoliths from both horse mackerel species and to collect 
depth stratified samples of zoo- and phytoplankton in order to continue the studies of horse 
mackerel feeding biology, relating stomach contents to estimated zooplankton compositions 
and densities. The distribution and aggregation patterns of sardinella will be correlated with 
phytoplankton distributions and hydrographical and meteorological conditions. 
• To map the general meteorological, hydrographical and biological conditions in the survey 
area by means of continuous recordings of weather data, CTD-casts (Temperature, Salinity 
and Oxygen), ADCP measurements (Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler) and plankton 
sampling along acoustical and hydrographical transect lines. Higher sampling efforts will be 
allocated in the Benguela front area and in the main horse mackerel and sardinella 
distribution areas. 
• On-the-job training for the Angolan participants on the main survey routines, including 
using the NAN-SIS and Hydrobase software, scrutinizing acoustical data (BEI) and 
producing acoustical biomass estimates. Dr. Marek Ostrowski (IMR) will instruct in 
database management and analysis of hydrographical data. 
The aim of the time series that this survey is part of is to map fluctuations in stock levels in the 
main pelagic species and to improve the understanding of these fluctuations in terms of the biology 
of the main species in relation to the environment. 
1.2 Participation 
The scientific staff consisted of: 
From IIM, Luanda: 
From IMR, Bergen: 
Filomena V AZ-VELHO (28/8 - 16/9, team leader), N 'Kosi 
LUYEYE (17/8 - 27/8, team leader), Agostinho Duarte (17/8 -
27/8), Domingos PEDRO (28/8 - 16/9), Francisco DE ALMEDA 
(17/8 - 16/9), Henriette LUTUBA-NSILULU (28/8 - 16/9), 
Gaspar Luis F AMO ROSA (28/8 - 16/9), Antonio BARRADAS 
(28/8 - 16/9), Kilanda FIDEL (17/8 - 27/8), Miguel ANDRE 
(17/8 - 27/8), Lia NETO (17/8 - 27/8) and Geraldina 
SAL V ADOR (17/8 - 16/9). 
Bjørn Erik AXELSEN (Cruise leader), Diana ZAERA, Marek 
OSTROWSKI, Tore MØRK, and Jan Frode WILHELMSEN. 
From NatMIRC1, Swakopmund: Jean-Paul Roux (28/8 - 16/9), and Benedictus DUNDEE (28/8 -
16/9). 
From TPA2, Luanda: Manuel FERNANDO (17/8 - 16/9), Misael Filipe de ALMEIDA 
(17/8 - 27/8), Alexandre Vasconcelos SALCEDO (17/8 - 27/8), 
and Joåo Vunge (28/8-16/9). 
1 National Marine Information and Research Centre 
2 Televisåo Publica de Angola 
1.3 Narrative 
The vessel departed Luanda 17 August at 1800 local time and steamed north towards the Angolan-
Zairian border (Conga River), arriving 18 August at 1200. The sampling trawls, including the mid-
sized (15 m vertical opening) pelagic trawl fitted with the codend multisampler and the demersal 
trawl (5 m), were ready for deployment at arrival, but the smallest pelagic trawl (10 m) was torn 
during the last survey and there was no spare onboard the vessel. One of the net drums (small, twin 
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mounted) was out of order due to a broken axel. The demersal trawl was therefore used in all 
surface tows using large floats, like in previous surveys. The acoustic transducers (18, 38 and 120 
kHz (split beam, EK500 1) and 200 kHz (single beam, EK500 2)) were calibrated 7 September in 
Baia <los Elephantes. The previous calibration was carried out 22.04.02 in False Bay, South Africa 
("Dr. Fridtjof Nansen" BENEFIT Cruise Reports No 3/2002). 
During the northward steaming, aggregations of mesopelagic fish were observed at about 200 m 
depth on the outer slope (800-1 000 m). The Congo River standard hydrographical section (9 
standard stations, fixed during the 2001 pelagic survey) was therefore extended offshore with 3 
additional stations to the 1 500 m isobath in order to check for possible offshore distributions of 
horse mackerel. The spacing between the stations was 6.25 - 6.50 nautical miles (NM). 
Throughout the time series of the pelagic survey of Angola, different survey strategies have been 
applied regarding survey design, sampling intensity and degree of coverage. The choice of strategy 
has primarily depended on the available ship time and the prior knowledge of the spatial 
distribution of the target species. 
This year, a systematic survey track with equally spaced transect lines (5 NM) perpendicular to the 
coast was followed. Although largely similar, this represents a modification from the survey design 
in 2001 with parallel longitudinal acoustic transect lines with 5 NM spacing. The main reason for 
this modification was the limited time available for this year's survey due to e.g. a change of crews. 
By applying the design with lines that are perpendicular to the coast the steamed distance can be 
reduced by 20-30 % without loss of sampling intensity, gaining time required for targeted trawling, 
hydrographical sampling and ad-hoc experiments such as collection of zoo- and phytoplankton 
samples. Besides, in 2001 it was experienced that although the longitudinal design was largely 
applicable, there were certain areas where the angle of the coastline deviated too much from the 
latitudinal direction, giving a near parallel design locally. Although semi-parallel, the perpendicular 
design is often recommended, and will be followed consequently in future surveys. 
The 2002 survey design, which is based on the experiences gained during the time series, represents 
the new standard for the time-series estimates. Detailed descriptions of all survey procedures, 
including exact positions for all acoustical and hydrographical transects, will be made available for 
future surveys on the internal web-browser onboard the "Dr. Fridtjof Nansen" and at TIM. A similar 
standard is under development for the swept area surveys, where the standard hydrographical 
sampling scheme will be identical to the acoustic time series. Hydrographical and biological 
sampling relating to particular fish distributions, or with reference to specific biological 
investigations will, however, necessarily change between surveys. 
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The acoustic transects generally cover a depth range of 20-500 m, but some lines extended to about 
1 000 m depth to check for deeper distributions of horse mackerel. In certain areas in the central 
region surveying is stopped at about 50 m depth due to extreme steepness of the shelf. The 
shallowest part of the shelf between N'zeto and the Congo River is partly inaccessible for trawling 
due to oil platforms and wells, and was prior to 2001 not adequately covered. In 2001 and 2002 this 
section has been covered acoustically, but only small amounts of fish (sardinella) were recorded. 
CTD sections that have been covered routinely over the past few years are included in the new, 
standardized survey grid. ADCP (Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler) recordings were logged 
continuously along the entire survey track. Additional CTD and ADCP stations were added on an 
ad hoc basis in areas were horse mackerel and sardinella were abundant. In these areas, zoo- and 
phytoplankton samples were obtained using Hydrobios Multinet plankton sampler and Niskin water 
samplers, respectively. The ship called on Luanda 26 August at 1200 for a change of crews and 
some of the scientific staff members. The survey was resumed 28 August at 1000. The vessel 
reached the end of the survey grid at the Cunene River outlet on 15 September at 0200 and docked 
in Walvis Bay 16 September at 1500. 
Following established practice, the surveyed area was divided into three regions: north of Pta. das 
Palmerinhas - Congo River (9°S):ANGOLA NORTH - was covered from 18 to 26 August. The 
region between 9°S and 13°S: ANGOLA CENTRAL - was surveyed from 28 August to 6 
September. The region limited by Cunene River and the parallel l3°S: ANGOLA SOUTH - was 
covered from 7 to 15 September. 
1.4 Survey effort 
Figures 1 a-c show the cruise tracks with fishing and hydrographic stations for the northern, central 
and southern regions, respectively. Table 1 summarizes the survey effort by regions. 
Table 1. Summary of survey effort by regions, including number of demersal (BT) and pelagic (PT) trawl hauls, CTD 
casts, water stations (2-4 phytoplankton samples per station), Multinet stations (2-5 zooplankton samples per 
station) and distance surveyed (Log), disregarding the steaming from Luanda to Congo River. 
Area BT PT Total CTD Water Multinet Log (NM) 
trawls casts stations stations 
Pta. Palmerinhas - Congo River 8 17 25 59 55 (225) 0 1 519 
Benguela - Pta. Palmerinhas 11 31 42 129 10 (20) 13 (44) l 570 
Cunene River - Benguela 13 30 43 87 0 5 (14) 1 154 
Total 32 78 110 275 65 (245) 18 (58) 4 243 
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CHAPTER 2 METHODS 
2.1 Hydrographic sampling 
A Seabird 911 + CTD pro be was used to obtain vertical pro files of the temperature, salinity and 
oxygen. Real time logging was carried out using the PC based Seabird Seasave software. CTD casts 
were conducted along the cruise track in transects at about 20 NM distance. The casts were stopped 
a few meters above the bottom, and at a maximum of 500 m depth. Two water samples, one near 
the surface and one near the bottom, were collected using Niskin bottles at stations corresponding to 
the standard profiles. The samples were analysed for dissolved oxygen using the Winkler method in 
order to calibrate the oxygen sensor. Salinity of water samples could not be measured, as the 
Guideline Portasal salinometer was out of order, but were sent to NatMIRC in Swakopmund, 
Namibia, for subsequent analysis there. 
A total of 33 samples were accepted for oxygen calibration. A linear regression of the Winkler 
detenninations on the CTD values produced the correction: 
02corrected = 0.966 ' 0 2recorded + 0.248 ( 1) 
Current measurements were carried out continuously using the hull-borne Acoustic Doppler Profiler 
(ADCP). The ADCP was set to ping every 8 seconds, the depth bins were set to 8 m and the number 
of bins was 40. Data were averaged at 300 seconds intervals and stored on an IBM compatible PC 
using Transect v. 2. 70 software. 
Meteorological data logged from the Aanderaa meteorological station included wind direction and 
speed, air temperature, incident solar intensity and sea surface temperature (SST). All data were 
averaged by unit distance sailed ( 1 NM). 
2.2 Fish sampling 
A brief description of the sampling trawls is provided in Annex I. All trawl catches were sampled 
for species composition by weights and numbers. Records of catch rates are given in Annex Il. 
Biological samples were obtained for sardinella and horse mackerel. Total length and body weight 
were determined to the nearest 1 cm and 1 g below, respectively. Sex and reproductive stages were 
detennined by means of macroscopic examination, scoring each fish according to the five-point 
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classification scale first proposed by Holden and Raitt (1974), with the addition of the refined 
description for Cunene horse mackerel identified and presented in the 2001 cruise report (Table 2). 
Table 2. The five points gonad maturity scale proposed for partial spawners by Holden and Raitt (1974). Addtional 
information specific for Cunene horse mackerel (Trachurus trecae) as described by Dr. Isabel Afonso Dias 
during the 2001 survey are included. 
Stage Maturity status Description 
Ovary and testis lengths about l/3rd of body cavity length. Ovaries pinkish, 
I Immature translucent; testis whitish. Ova not visible to the naked eye. 
Ovary and testis quite narrow and have a tubular shape. 
Ovary and testis about Yz length of body cavity length. Ovary pinkish, 
translucent; testis whitish, more or less symmetrical. Ova not visible to the 
Maturing virgin and naked eye. Il 
recovering spent Ovary more opaque; small specks make gonad appear more granular. Testes 
deve/op lobules, hence loosing the tubular shape. Some recovering spent 
ovaries have conspicuous blood vesse/s. 
Ovary and testis about 2/3rds length of body cavity length. Ovary pinkish-
yellow colour with granular appearance, testis whitish to creamy. No transparent 
ova visible. 
III R.ipening Milt can be seen inside testes when cut. Ovaries granul ar due to tite presence 
of opaque oocytes. First time spawners have very swollen gonads. Ovaries thai 
have spawned once lose consistency, but maintain the extemal appearance 
tvnicalfor this stage. 
Ovary and testis from 2/3rds to full length of body cavity. Ovary orange-pink in 
colour with conspicuous superficial blood vessels. Large transparent, ripe ova 
IV Ripe 
visible. Testis whitish to creamy, soft. 
Ovaries jelly-like due to tite presence of translucent oocytes. Gonads extrude 
oocvtes or milt when gentlv pressed. 
Ovary and testis shrunken to about Yz length of body cavity. Walls loose. Ovary 
may contain remnants of disintegrating opaque and ripe ova, darkened or 
V Spent 
translucent. Testis bloodshot and slack. 
Testes may have sperm remaining in the semina/ duct. Pinkish areas appear 
in the peripherv of the testes. Ovaries bloodshot and slack. 
Stomach samples of sardinella and horse mackerel were collected for further analysis at IIM, 
Luanda. Feeding biology will be investigated in more detail at a later stage by relating the stomach 
contents to recorded availability of phytoplankton (sardinella) and horse mackerel (zooplankton). 
Gonads and otoliths were collected for ad hoc examination. 
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2.3 Plankton sampling 
Zooplankton 
The zooplankton communities in the rnain distribution area of horse mackerel and on selected 
localities within the sardinella core areas were sampled in order to rnap the prey availability. The 
sampling was conducted by means of Hydrobios Multinet, enabling up to five depth-specific 
samples in one deployment. Bach net ( 405 µm) was fitted with a flow meter for estimation of 
sample volume. A Scanmar depth sensor gave real-time information of the depth. Nets were opened 
and closed remotely from the bridge of the vessel. 
Phytoplankton 
Phytoplankton samples were collected using Niskin water samplers mounted in a circular array on 
the CTD pro be. 
2.4 Acoustic sampling 
Acoustic equipment 
The acoustic recordings were conducted using two Simrad EK 500 echosounders (Bodholt et al" 
1989) running keel mounted transducers at nominal operating frequencies of38, 120, 18 (EK500 1) 
and 200 kHz (EK500 2). The technical specifications and operational settings of the echosounders 
are given in Annex Ill. Acoustic raw-data were logged using the Sun-Unix based Bergen Echo 
lntegrator (BEI) (Knudsen 1996). 
There are very few locations along the Angolan coast that are favourable for transceiver calibration 
(essentially Baia dos Tigresand Baia dos Elephantes), and the survey was therefore started without 
a priori calibration. All transceivers were calibrated in Baia dos Elephantes 7 September. The Sv 
transducer gain at the 38 kHz transceiver was recorded at 27.18 dB, cornpared to 27.01 dB on the 
last calibration (False Bay, 22.04.02). Since the change in Sv gain was within a 0.2 dB range, which 
is relatively low compared to the expected experimental error level; no ad hoc re-computation of 
the data w111 be conducted. The TS transducer gain on the same transceiver was recorded at 
27.26 dB, which is identical to the previous calibration. 
Allocation of acoustic energy to target taxii 
The acoustic data were scrutinized using the post-processing module of the BEI software. Scatterers 
were displayed at 38 kHz, standardized to 5 NM echograms with 1 000 pings (horizontal) by 500 
bins (vertical). The mean 5 NM area backscattering coefficients, SA (m2/NM2), were allocated to a 
predefined set of taxii on the basis established echogram features. Acoustic groups and respective 
taxi are listed in Table 3. Ground truthing and estimation of mean length and weight were 
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accomplished by means of targeted pelagic and demersal trawling. 
Table 3. Allocation of acoustic densities to taxii. Note that for the groups sardinella, horse mackerel, big-eye grunt and 
pilehard all encountered species are listed, while for the remaining groups, listed species are only examples. 
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1: other than Sardinops sp.; 2: other than Trachurus sp.; 3: main taxon in group. 
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Estimation of biomass 
The target strength (TS) function used to convert mean area backscattering coefficient SA ( m2 /NM2) 
to number of fish corresponds to : 
TS = 20 log L- 72 (dB) (2) 
or 
(3) 
where CF is the conversion factor from acoustic density to fish biomass and L is the mean total fish 
length. This target strength function was originally established for North Sea herring, hut has later 
been attributed to clupeids in general (Foote et. al., 1986, Foote, 1987). No specific target strength 
relations presently are available for the species at hand, and equation (3) has therefore been applied 
consequently for all targeted species in this time series. The biomass was calculated by multiplying 
the number of fish by the expected length at weight, estimated by regressing the log-length (total) 
against total weight. Separate length-weight relationships were worked for each region (north, 
central, south), pooling all data within each region. 
The boundaries of encountered fish aggregations (post strata) were determined by means of 
contouring within the inner and outer zero-value limits of the transect lines. The strata contours 
were digitised using a CalBoard Ill digitising board/Atlas Draw v. 2.03 PC based software. 
Distribution plots and aerial calculations on the strata were carried out using IDL 5.4. Sub-
stratification was used to isolate areas of similar densities, using the following pre-defined, standard 
categories: 1: SA= 0-300; 2: sA = 300-1 000; 3: SA= 1000-3000; 4: SA> 3 000. 
Mean 5-NM integrator values (sA) computed along the transect lines were re-averaged for each 
stratum. The short spacing between the lines ( 5 NM) makes it impossible to exclude all between-
transect values without removing some on-line contributions, particularly for sardinella on the inner 
shelf. The potential bias (positive) of including between-line values is likely smaller than the bias 
(negative) that would have been introduced by excluding high on-line contributions and this bias is 
also counteracted by the shallow distribution pattem (partly above the integration limit) and vessel 
avoidance behaviour (Misund and Aglen, 1992) of sardinella. All estimates should consequently be 
considered as relative indices of abundance. 
The overall length frequency distributions within strata were estimated by weighting the sample-
distributions with the nearest valid 5 NM integrator value, or the average of two adjacent values. 
Target species of the same genus, i.e. S. aurita/ S. maderensis and T. trecae/ T. trachurus capensis, 
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are not acoustically distinguishable, and the SA values were therefore split according to the relative 
distributions of the two species in each length group. The total number of fish in each length group 
was estimated as: 
where: 
<SA>t" ·U. 
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estimated number of fish in length group i 
mean recorded area backscattering coefficient (m2/NM2) 
proportion of species j in length group i 
proportion of sampled fish in length group i 
horizontal area of stratum s 
conversion factor for length group i 
length group i (nearest full cm below total length) 
mean length in ~ 
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CHAPTER 3 OCEANOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS 
3.1 Sea surface temperature 
Data quality 
Sea surface temperature aboard of the RIV "Dr. F. Nansen" is measured by means of a sensor 
mounted at the intake of the cooling water to the engine. This is a hull-mounted sensor and 
therefore difficult to disassemble in order to perform a laboratory-based calibration. During this 
survey, we have adopted a simple linear regression to verify the accuracy of this sensor by 
comparing it with the precision temperature data from the sensor of the CTD pro be. The method 
merged the data from the two sensors into a collocated data series. The CTD data used in the 
comparison were extracted at the 5 m depth from the CTD database. Next, a grid with the spacing 2 
by 2 nautical miles was overlaid on the map covering the survey region. After that, both the SST 
and CTD datasets were overlaid onto this grid. Finally, the temperature values in those cells where 
data from both sensors were present were extracted and converted into the input series for the linear 
regression. A total 230 CTD stations were used in the comparison, yielding the following linear 
regress ion: 
TssT = 1.006 * Tcro + 0.094 
which gives us an indication that the temperature recorded by means of the SST sensor is at present 
0.1°C warmer that the true (CTD-measured) values. 
From the dataset recorded during the survey, there is about 20 hours of SST and wind data, which 
are missing. The loss occurred in the region off Ambriz and therefore no temperature contours from 
that region are available in Figure 2a. 
Distribution patterns 
The maps presenting the distribution of SST along the Angolan coast are depicted in Figures 2a-d. 
The main trend reflects the global decrease of temperature with latitude, from the high values of the 
tropics in the North to the low values in the subtropical region in the South. Between the Congo 
River at 06°S (Figure 2a) and Cunene River at l 7°15'S (Figure 2d) the temperature dropped from 
21° to 14 °C. This decrease, however, was non-uniform. Sections along the coast with higher 
temperature were altemated with the co Ider regions. A summary of the SST variability along the 
200 m depth contour is shown in Figure 3. The dominant distance between the neighbouring 
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temperature maximums varied between 3 and 4 degrees of latitude and appeared to be coupled to 
the alongshore variability of the main features of the submarine topography. In the northern and 
central region, the warmest regions occurred north of the two deep eastward indentations of the 
shelf, between Ambriz and Rio Onzo in the north (Figure 2a) and off Lobito in the south (Figure 
2b ), where at the shelf-break temperature was higher than 22°C. The co Idest spots along the shelf-
break were observed off Ponta <las Palmerinhas, 9°S (Figure 2a), and along the northern edge of the 
underwater ridge of Quicombo Bank at l l 0 15'S (Figure 2b). In both these locations, the 
temperature dropped below l 9°C at the shelf-break. The isolated spots of the 19°S water were 
frequently observed near the coast in the central region. 
South of the city of Benguela (Figure 2c) the coastal topography abruptly changes. The shallow 
shelf platform disappears entirely being replaced by the steep continental slope, originating at the 
coastline. This type of topography prevails along much of the coastline between Ponta Salinas and 
Ponta Albina. In this region, the survey grid was generally limited to 5 NM offshore. The major 
alongshore temperature gradients were observed off Ponta Salinas in the north and Namibe in the 
south. Off Ponta Salinas, temperature dropped from 20° to 18 °C within 20 nautical miles along the 
coast. In the south, a wedge ofwarm oceanic water separated the region between Namibe and Ponta 
Albina. In the remaining area, from Cabo de Santa Maria to Namibe, the low coastal temperatures 
( 16 °C < T < 18 °C) dominated the distributions. 
Figure 2d depicts the SST distribution in the southernmost extremity of the survey region from 
Ponta Albina to the Cunene River. The temperature in this region decreased further from 16 °C at 
Ponta Albina to 14 °C near the Cunene River. A special event was observed within the pocket of 
warmer water entrapped inshore along Praia Navio, (Figure 2d). The sea surface the region was 
covered with red-coloured patches manifesting high phytoplankton densities, which characterize red 
ti des. 
3.2 Wind conditions 
Cairn wind conditions were observed in the northern and central survey region. In these areas, the 
wind direction varied throughout the day, predominantly between SW to E, hut winds from the 
northern sectors were also observed. The top wind velocities in the northern and central regions 
rarely exceeded 8 knots ( 4.1 mis). Figure 4(a-c) shows the map of wind velocities along the survey 
track for the northern, central and southern regions respectively. Southwards of the latitude 14°S, 
the wind direction becomes progressively concentrated around S and SW and the recorded 
velocities increased. To the south of Tombua (15°45' S), the survey fell under the strong south-to-
15 
south-easterly trade wind with velocities reaching 30 knots (15.5 mis). Summary statistics of the 
wind conditions in 2-degree latitudinal boxes along the Angolan coast are represented in Tables 4-5. 
Table 4. Frequency of occurrence of wind for the principal directions for the 2-degree latitudinal sections along the 
Angolan coast, obtained from the data averaged over !NM intervals along the survey track. The values are 
















































Table S. A verage wind velocity for the principal wind directions for the 2-degree latitudinal sections along the Angolan 
coast, obtained from the data averaged over 1 NM intervals along the survey track. The values are given in 
knots. 
Wind Latitudinal range 
sector 6°-8°S 8°-10°S 10°-12°S 12°-14°S 14°-1 6°S >16°S 
N 2.7 1.8 3.1 2.8 0.0 0.0 
NE 4.8 4.3 3.0 3.9 0.0 4.1 
E 5.9 4.1 5.5 4.0 2.1 27.0 
SE 7.3 6.2 5.8 3.2 5.0 23. l 
s 6.1 6.2 7.1 8.3 10.6 16.0 
sw 7.1 7.0 6.6 7.9 10.1 16.4 
w 4.7 6.2 4.2 5.9 5.5 0.0 
NW 3.7 4.8 2.4 6.5 4.5 0.0 
3.3 Vertical distributions 
Vertical distributions of temperature, salinity and oxygen are depicted in Figures 5a to 5k. In the 
northern and central regions, the plots demonstrate a typical winter conditions, characterized by a 
shallow but well developed pycnocline, an offshore increase in temperature and low oxygen 
concentrations below the depths 15-20 m (Figure 5(a-f)). A notable departure from the 
well-developed vertical stratification was observed in the region of Quicombo Bank; in the sections 
collected between Ponta de Balela and Enseada do Baleia (Figure 5f-h). Note that in the same 
geographical location the sea surface temperature displayed a distinct minimum (Figure 2b). In 
addition, the ADCP current recordings (not shown here) displayed a distinct intensification in the 
offshore transport in the same location. On the contrary, the wind speed was very low during the 
event. By bringing all these observations, one must consider a tropical upwelling-favourable 
16 
scenario, in which the uplift of cold waters to the surface is caused by the divergence at the frontal 
zone between two counter rotating eddies, rather than by a wind event. While this type of upwelling 
is commonly observed off Ghana, thus far very little has been known about its extent and intensity 
off Angola. Most probably, in our observations off Ponta do Quicombo we have picked up it signal, 
but more detailed data analysis will be necessary to confirm its existence. 
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Figure 2a. Distribution of sea surface temperature in northern Angola. 
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Figure 2b. Distribution of sea surface temperature in Central Angola. 
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Figure 2d. Southern Angola.Distribution of sea surface temperature: Ponta Albina to 
Cunene River. 
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Figure 3. Latitudinal distribution of sea surface temperature in the proximity of 200 m depth. 
The arrows indicate the locations of the coastal features depictd in Figures 2a-d 
The observations made during current cruise indicate the presence of colder and less saline water 
masses on the Angolan shelf. However, the spatial distribution of temperature salinity and oxygen, 
as well as the vertical stratification followed more or less the pattem observed during winter on 
previous surveys with the RIV "Dr. Fridtjof Nansen". 
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Figure 4a. Angola north: Pta. das Palmerinhas - Congo River. Distribution of wind velocities along the survey track. 
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Figure 4c. Angola south: Cunene - Benguela. Distribution ofwind velocities along the survey track. 
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Figure Sa. Vertical sections of temperature salinity and oxygen offMoita Seca. 
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Figure Se. Vertical sections oftemperature salinity and oxygen off Palmerinhas. 
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Figure Sd. Vertical sections of temperature salinity and oxygen off Pta. do Morro. 






























Figure Sf. Vertical sections oftemperature salinity and oxygen off Ponta do Balela. 
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Figure Sg. Vertical sections oftemperature salinity and oxygen offEnseada do Baleia 







Figure Sh. Vertical sections oftemperature salinity and oxygen off Ponta do Quicombo 
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Figure Si. Vertical sections of temperature salinity and oxygen off Flamingos. 












Figure Sj. Vertical sections oftemperature salinity and oxygen off Pta. Albina. 
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Figure Sk. Vertical sections oftemperature salinity and oxygen offBafa dos Tigres. 
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CHAPTER 4 DISTRIBUTION, SIZE COMPOSITION AND BIOMASS 
ESTIMATES 
4.1 Pta. das Palmerinhas - Congo River 
Sardin ella 
Both Sardinella maderensis and S. aurita were found in three different areas in the northern region, 
mainly inshore (Figure 6). In the northernmost of these (Cabe9a de Cobra), only S. aurita was 
found. In the central part (N'zeto) both species were mixed, while the southem distribution area 
consisted only of S. maderensis. Last year, the distribution pattern was patchy, covering a smaller 
total area. Like last year, acoustic densities in this region were generally low, with high-density 
spots inshore. The sardinella was usually schooling near the surface during daytime, often visible 
from very long distances (several kilometres) . Contrasting last year, when the sardinella usually 
formed loose aggregations at night, dense schools or shoals were frequently formed at night during 
this year's survey. During <lense schooling the sardinella, like usually, was very hard to sample. 
Most samples this year are therefore, like in previous years, obtained from loose aggregations at 
nighttime. 
Figure 7 shows the length frequency distribution of S. maderensis and S. aurita. The S. maderensis 
ranged from 23 cm to 33 cm total length (TL), with a clear modal length around 26 cm TL. The 
S. aurita ranged from 14 to 34 cm TL with no apparent modal lengths. 
The biomass of sardinella was estimated at 177 000 tons, which is very close to last year's estimate 
(173 000 tons). Ofthis, about 140 000 tons was S. maderensis, compared to 88 000 tons last year, 
while 3 7 000 tons was S. aurita ( estimated at 86 000 tons last year). The splitting between species 
is, however, very sensitive to sampling intensity in the overlapping zone, while the total estimate 
should be more robust. Figure 8 shows the cumulative distribution of the biomass for both species. 
For S. maderensis, the bulk of the biomass (90 %) consisted of individuals < 29 cm TL, while most 
of the S. aurita was < 31 cm TL (35 cm last year). 
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Figure 6. Northern Angola. Distribution of Sardinella spp.: Pta. das Palmerinhas - Congo River. Depth contours as in 
Figure la. 
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Figure 7. Total length distribution of Sardinella maderensis (a) and S. aurita (b): Pta. das Palmerinhas - Congo River . 
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Figure 8. Relative cumulative biomass Sardinella maderensis (a) and S. aurita (b): Pta. das Palmerinhas - Congo River. 
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Cunene horse mackerel 
Like in previous years, only T. trecae was found in this region. The horse mackerel was located in 
seven relatively small low-density areas (Figure 9). 
Figure 10 shows the length frequency distribution of horse mackerel for the region. The size 
distribution was polymodal, with the primary mode around 14 cm TL and secondary modes at about 
18 and 28 cm TL. 
The estimated biomass of T. trecae was 3 000 tons (63 000 tons last year). Most of the biomass 
(90 %) was comprised of fish < 33 cm TL (Figure 11). 
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Figure 9. Northern Angola. Distribution ofCunene horse mackerel (Trachuros trecae): Pta das Palrnerinhas - Congo 
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Figure 11. Cumulative percentage biomass by length group, Trachun1s trecae: Pta. das Palmerinhas - Congo River. 
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Other pelagic species 
Groupl 
No fish in pelagic species group 1 were encountered in the region. 
Group 2 
This category, which includes members of the family Carangidae (other than Trachurus sp.), 
Scombridae, Sphyraenidae and Trichiurus lepturus, was found in five areas throughout the region, 
all with low densities (Figure 12). The hairtails (Trichiurus lepturus) was the dominant species 
group, followed by carangids, barracudas and scombrids (Table 6). One of the most common 
carangid species, Chloroscombrus chrysurus, was absent from the catches. 
The biomass estimate, based on an average length of 30 cm TL anda condition factor equal to 0.01, 
was 45 000 tons, compared to 68 000 tons last year. 
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Figure 13. Northem Angola. Distribution of other pelagic species 2: Pta das Palmerinhas - Congo River. Depth 








Table 6. Catch rates (kg/h) of the main groups ofpelagic fish, Pta das Palmerinhas - Congo River. 
Station J/isha sp. Carangids Barracudas Scombrids Hairtai1 Other 
2879 3.0 1.1 
2884 1.1 13.9 
2885 5.4 608.3 
2886 0.5 1.6 271.1 
2888 0.1 27.6 25.6 136.6 
2889 16.9 297.9 
2890 25.9 3.8 200.5 
2891 13.0 2.6 9.2 1.2 379.6 
2892 66.7 4.7 3.5 423.5 
2894 52.4 269.5 42.1 
2895 36.0 720.0 178.2 
2896 2.6 14.2 87.9 
2897 9.1 12.l 110.8 
2898 7.3 5.8 3.8 1 389.6 
2899 2.7 7.8 387.9 
2900 72.5 4 371.9 
2901 85.5 676.8 29 237.6 
2902 10.4 9.7 3 328.0 
2903 0.03 10.3 445.0 
MEAN 8.8 6.0 5.6 68.4 1 688.9 
SE 4 .0 3.1 3.7 3.8 
% Catch 0.5 0.3 0.3 4.0 
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4.2 Benguela - Pta. das Palmerinhas 
Sardinella 
Sardinella was found throughout the region, primarily on the inner part of the continental shelf. The 
distribution was continuous, except north of Cabo Ledo (Figure 13). High density areas were found 
south off Cabo Sao Braz and Pta. do Morro. S. maderensis dominated the two species also in this 
area. S. aurita was caught in one of the hauls only. 
The length distribution for sardinella is presented in Figure 14( a-b) for S. maderensis and S. aurita, 
respectively. The size distributions of S. maderensis showed a dominating distributional mode at 
25-35 cm TL, peaking at 28 cm. Ajuvenile cohort with modal length around 8 cm TL was recorded 
south of Cabo Sao Braz ( 10°8) in shallow waters. S. aurita ranged from 28-31 cm TL. Individuals 
<32 cm TL comprised most of the total biomass (90 %) in S. maderensis (Figure 15). 
The biomass for sardinella was estimated at a total of 257 000 tons, 191 000 tons for S. maderensis 
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Figure 14. Total length distribution of Sardinella maderensis (a) and S. aurita (b). Benguela -
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Figure 15. Relative cumulative biomass Sardinella maderensis (a) and S. aurita (b), Benguela - Pta. das Palmerinhas. 
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Horse mackerel 
Only T. trecae was encountered in this region. The distribution was patchy, with relatively low 
densities. A small area with medium densities was found inshore north ofLobito (Figure 16). 
Figure 17 shows the total length distribution of this species. The total length ranged from 10 to 
42 cm TL, with two modes around 16 and 25 cm TL. 
The biomass of Cunene horse mackerel was estimated at 22 000 tons. This is the lowest estirnate in 
this area during the time series. The bulk of the biomass (- 90 % ) consisted of individuals 
<38 cm TL (Figure 18), hut due to the high number of juveniles in the estimate, this corresponds to 
97% of the population in numbers. Equivalently, 90 % of the population in numbers were 
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Figure 16. Central Angola. Distribution of horse mackerel (Trachun.ts trecae): Benguela - Pta. das Palmerinhas. Depth 
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Figure 17. Total length distribution of horse mackerel (Trachurns trecae): Benguela - Pta. das Palmerinhas. 
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Figure 18. Relative cumulative biomass of horse mackerel (Trachurus trecae) : Benguela - Pta. das Palmerinhas. 
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Other pelagic species 
An overview of the rnain groups of other pelagic fish in the central region is given in Table 7. 
Group I 
No fish in pelagic species, group 1, were encountered in the region. 
Group 2 
Pelagic fish type 2 was encountered in low-density aggregations ranging from south of Lobito to 
Pta. das Palmerinhas (Figure 19). The most common species was hairtail (Trichiurus lepturus). 
Other species included Sarda sarda and Scomberjaponicus. 
The biomass estimate, based on an average length of30 cm TL anda condition factor equal to 0.01, 
was 46 000 tons, compared to 35 000 tons last year. 
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Table 7. Catch rates (kg/h) of the main groups ofpelagic fish, Benguela - Pta. das Palmerinhas. 
Station flisha sp. Carangids Barracudas Scombrids Hairtail Other 
2904 0.02 24.7 4.2 3.8 
2905 2.2 1.2 5.9 244.5 
2908 0.1 15.7 175.1 
2909 55.2 431.3 
2910 0.03 14. l 9.8 
2912 4.2 13.0 
2913 7.6 14.3 
2914 1.2 3.4 
2915" 2.9 2.0 1.5 252.2 
2916 1.2 190.2 
2917 5.6 5 923.8 
2920 1.2 0.0 
2921 23.0 190.8 165.4 
2922 1.3 283.4 
2924 22.6 22.8 
2925 7.3 239.6 
2927 7.3 6.0 3 216.8 
2928 108.9 239.0 
2929 3.6 559.2 
2930 25.0 11.2 
2931 9.0 134.7 
2932 1.6 2.1 55.4 
2933 13.8 2.4 
2934 1.4 158.3 
2935 280.7 621.9 
2936 0.6 4.1 294.1 
2938 105.2 l 581.1 
2940 45. I 23.8 21.2 395.0 
2943 0.4 6.1 41.9 
2944 65.6 4 887.2 
2946 2.4 69.9 
2947 45.3 602.5 
MEAN 1.4 0.6 3.6 21.0 495.2 
SE 1.5 0.5 1.1 6.1 
% Catch 0.2 0.1 0.7 4 .2 
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4.3. Cunene - Benguela 
Sardinella 
No sardinella was recorded in this region. 
Horse mackere/ 
Like in previous years, both species of horse mackerel were found in the southem region. The fish 
presented a patchy distribution between north of Cabo Santa Maria and Cunene (17°15 'S) (Figure 
20). The density varied throughout the area, with the highest recordings between Cunene and south 
of Tombua, including Baia dos Tigres. 
Figure 21 shows the size distributions of horse mackerels. Juveniles ( 6-15 cm TL) dominated in 
both species, with modal peak around 11 cm TL. For T. trecae an additional mode could be seen 
around 20 cm TL. The presence of T. capensis in this region is related to the intrusion of colder 
water from the Benguela current that usually reaches it's northemmost extension in this area during 
this time of the year. 
The estimated biomass for horse mackerels in the southem region was 250 000 tons, 64 000 tons for 
T. trecae and 187 000 tons for T. trachurus capensis, compared toa total of335 000 tons last year. 
The biomass of fish inside Baia dos Tigres (9 000 tons: 5 000 tons of T. trecae and 4 000 tons for 
T. trachurus capensis) was estimated separately. 
Figure 22 shows that most of the biomass for both spec1es, consisted of individuals under 
24 cm TL. 
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Figure 22. Relative cumulative biomass of T. trachwus capensis (a) and T. trecae (b): Benguela-Tombua. 
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Other pelagic species 
An overview of the main groups of other pelagic fish in the southem region is given in Tab le 8. 
Group 1 
Pelagic fish group 1, was found in three aggregations, extending from Baia dos Tigres (16°50'S) to 
Cunene River (Figure 23). The acoustic densities ranged from low to high. Round herring 
(Etrumeus whiteheadi) dominated the catches. 
Based on an average length of 30 cm TL anda condition factor equal to 0.01, the biomass estimate 
was estimated at 36 000 tons, compared to 130 000 tons last year. 
Group 2 
Pelagic fish group 2, was found only north ofNamibe (15°30'S) The acoustic density was low 
Based on an average length of30 cm TL, anda condition factor equal to 0.01, the biomass estimate 
was estimated at 3 000 tons, compared to 8 000 tons last year. 
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Table 8. Catch rates (kg/h) of the main groups ofpelagic fish. Cunene River- Benguela. 
Station Engi·aulis sp. Etn1me11s sp. Hairtail Other 
2947 45.3 602.5 
2948 7.8 77.9 
2949 7.9 83.7 
2950 
2951 5.5 2 108.6 
2952 5.9 118.2 
2953 0.2 123.3 
2954 1 544.7 
2955 50.3 
2956 3.6 
2957 4 .0 32.6 




2962 14.2 0.2 5 072.0 
2963 21.1 6.4 666.0 
2964 9.3 7.6 526.3 
2965 0.3 0.3 179.5 
2966 0.2 146.9 
2967 0.5 47.0 




2972 5.7 6 967.8 
2973 3 952.4 
2974 36 100.8 
2975 43.9 12 936.6 
2976 0.1 76.6 
2977 7.9 
2978 0.4 450.4 
2979 
2980 I 423.8 
2981 1.9 16.2 
2982 148.9 15 279.0 
2983 580.0 20.6 
2984 
2985 185.6 
2986 0.4 0.0 
2987 3 863.4 62 802.8 
2988 5 346.1 26 522.9 
2989 35.3 2 177.7 
MEAN 103.3 129.9 3.5 4 203.7 
SE 89.4 1.5 3.3 
% Catch 2.4 3.0 0.1 
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Figure 23. Southem Angola. Distribution of other pelagic species group I: Cunene River - Benguela. Depth contours 
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CHAPTER 5 SUMMARY OF SURVEY RESULTS 
5.1 Sardinella 
The total biomass estimate for sardinellas (342 000 tons) is at the same level as last year ( 434 000 
tons). Figure 24 shows the overall length frequency distribution of S. maderensis recorded during 
the survey. It shows that most of the biomass (98%) is ~ 24 cm total length. However, the 
population of juvenile fish may be underestimated as a result of the inshore distribution of fish and 
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Figure 24. Overall length distribution (a) and relative cumulative biomass (b) of S. maderensis. 
It should be noted that sardinella biomass estimates are particularly susceptible to bias due to the 
behaviour of the fish. This is especially so regarding the horizontal and vertical migratory patterns, 
and gear and vessel avoidance by this species can affect the recorded densities. Therefore, care 
should be taken when interpreting the results. Their behavioural patterns largely depend on the 
prevailing environmental conditions, such as intrusion of freshwater from the Congo River and 
other rivers into coastal waters. Also, inter-annual variation in the environment may affect estimates 
differently between years. 
Tab le 9 shows the time-series of biomass estimates for sardinellas. Except for last year, there has 
been a gradual decrease in biomass over the last 5 years. Therefore, last year' s increase should be 
re-evaluated during the coming years before drawing any conclusions on the stock level. The streng 
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reduction of S. aurita during the last decade continued this year ( 102 000 tons, or 24% of the total 
biomass). However, it should be noted that the proportion allocated to each species is determined by 
the relative catch rates, and very few samples of S. aurita were obtained during the present survey. 
But this will not affect the total biomass estimate. 
Table 9. Biomass estimates ofsardinellas by regions and surveys (1 000 tons). 
Survey Cunene- Benguela - Pta Pta Palm.- Benguela- Cunene-
Benguela Palmerinhas Ca binda Cabin da Cabinda 
1/85 25 220 80 300 325 
2/85 110 J90 J80 370 480 
3/85 0 70 J90 260 260 
4/85 0 200 JlO 3JO 310 
J/86 JO J40 JlO 250 260 
2/86 JO J30 J30 260 270 
1189 40 200 60 260 300 
2/89 20 40 130 170 190 
3/89 40 JOO 60 160 200 
119J ? 180 120 300 300 
2/91 ? 68 J54 222 222 
1192 ? JJ 9 J61 280 280 
1194 * 410 JOO 510 
2/94 • 245 290 535 
1195 * 140 24 J64 
2195 ? 277 297 574 574 
1196 49 J75 70 245 294 
2196 0 J30 233 363 363 
1197 0 J95 300t 495 495 
1198 75 389 79t 468 543 
3/98 0 233 J59t 392 392 
2199 0 228 J35t 363 363 
212000 0 J79 174t 353 353 
2/2001 0 257 J771 434 434 
* not surveyed 
t surveyed from Congo River- Pta das Palmerinbas 
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5.2 Cunene horse mackerel 
The total biomass estimate for T. trecae (163 000 tons) increased from last year (89 000 tons) . It is 
evident from Figure 25 that juveniles (<21 cm TL) comprise the majority of the stock, both by 
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Figure 25. Overall length distribution (a) and relative cumulative biomass (b) of T. trecae. 
Table 10 shows that the biomass estimate for T. trecae is still one of the lowest in the time-series. 
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Table 10. Biomass estimates ofCunene horse mackerel by regions and surveys (1 000 tons) 
Survcy Cunene- Benguela - Pta PtaPalm.- Benguela- Cunene-
Bcnguela Palmerinhas Ca binda Cabinda Ca binda 
1/85 30 195 40 235 265 
3/85 50 90 40 130 180 
4/85/86 100 125 20 145 245 
1/89 35 55 40 95 130 
3/89 170 40 35 75 245 
1191 100 80 20 100 200 
2/91 100 70 30 100 200 
1/92 98 86 80 166 264 
1194 • 238 I 239 
2/94 • 130 120 250 
1195 • ? 84 84 
2/95 70 160 110 270 340 
1196 286 214 6 220 506 
2/96 140 157 63 220 360 
1197 234 55 138t 193 427 
1/98 163 58 18t 76 239 
3/98 118 112 37t 149 267 
2/99 124 129 68t 197 321 
2/2000 92 178 63t 241 333 
2/2001 64 22 3! 25 89 
• not surveyed 
t surveyed from Conga River- Pta das Palmerinhas 
5.3 Conclusions 
The present biomass of sardinellas is relatively high. However, the increase observed this year 
needs to be validated over the next 2-3 years befare any sound conclusions can be made on the 
biomass of the stock It should be emphasized that the biomass estimates of sardinellas may only be 
considered as relative indices rather than absolute estimates. Therefore, it is extremely important 
that urgent steps are taken to evaluate present survey methods in order to improve the accuracy of 
the estimates. 
The present biomass of T. trecae is the lowest ever recorded, and the population consists almost 
entirely of juvenile fish. Therefore, in order to ensure recovery of the adult stock, it is imperative to 
take precautionary measures to prevent exploitation of the juvenile stock. Furthermore, to improve 
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ANNEX I FISHING GEAR 
The vessel has different sized four-panel 'Åkraharnn' pelagic trawls and one 'Gisund super 
bottom trawl' . The opening for the trawl used (intermediate sized) was 15-18 m, and it with 
codend Multisampler for obtaining depth-specific samples. 
The bottom trawl has a 31 m headline anda 47 m footrope fitted with a 12" rubber bobbins 
gear. The codend has 20 mm meshes and inner net with a 10 mm net mesh. The vertical 
opening is about 5.0 m. The distance between the wing tips is about 18 m during towing. The 
sweeps are 40 m long. The trawl doors are 'Thyborøen' combi, 8 m2 and weigh 2000 kg. The 
door spreading is about 45 m when using restraining rope. 
The SCANMAR system was used on all trawl hauls. This equipment consists of sensors, a 
hydrophone, a receiver, a display unit anda battery charger. Communication between sensors 
and ship is based on acoustic transmission. The doors are fitted with sensors to provide 
information on their distance and a height sensor is fitted on the bottom trawl to measure the 
trawl opening and provide information on clearance and bottom contact. 

ANNEX Il Records of fishing stations 
PROJECT STAT ION: 2879 
OATE:l9/ 8/02 CEAR TYPE: Pl' No: 1 POSITICfi:Lat S '19 
start atop ooration 
TIME :001231 12 00140 :1S 17 1•1nJ 
Long E 1149 
LOC : 717 . 76 718 .81 1.03 
FUEl?'llh SO SO 
BDEP'Il!, 103 108 
Tow1ng dir: 2so0 Wi r e cut: 
Sor ted.1 1 Kg Total catch: 
Purpoae ccxie : 1 
Area cod8 : 3 
CoarCond. co:» : 
Val id i ty code: 3 
200 Il Speed: 40 lm*lO 
1.18 CATCH/HOUR, 4 .16 
SPEClES CATCll/llOUl! \ OF TOT . C SAHP 
Trlchiurua l opturuø 
Trachurue. trecae 
Saur1da bras il 1ems.1ø 
Total 
wel9ht 
l . 0 7 












PROOECT STAT ION: 2880 
DATE,19/ 8/02 CEAR TYPE, Pr No ' 1 FOSITIOI<d:.at S 619 
start s t op durat t on 
TIKE :OO:S0:09 01 :06:19 16 lm.in) 
Long E 1147 
LOG : 719. 43 720 .'4 l.19 
FUEP'Ill' 20 20 
BDEPnl: 111 113 
Towi ng C11r: 2S0 0 \Ure out: 
Sorted: Total catch: 
Purpe>&Q coda: 1 
A.roa coda : J 
CeaT'C'ond. codo: 
Valldity COOO: 3 
1!10 ID Speed : 4.5 kn • l O 
SPECIES CA1'CH/HOUR \: OF Tar. C SAKP 
veight numbers 
N O C AT C H 0.00 
Total 
PROJECT STATION:2881 
OAtt:l9/ 8/02 CF.AR TYPE: PT No: 1 roSITl~:Lat S UO 
start stop durat ion Long E 1131 
TIHE 101 :32:39 01146151 14 (min l 
LOC , 783.S9 784.31 0 .70 
FUEPnl, 200 200 
Purpose cooa: l 
Area code • J 
Ceat'Cond. c<'.><iA : 
BDEP'Ill; 693 713 
Towing dir: 2 400 
Val1d1ty code: l 
Wire oo t : 500 m Spe-ed! JO kn•lO 
SOrt<Kh l Kg Total catch : 1.04 CA TCll/HOUl!, 4 .46 
SPECHS CATCH/HOTJR t OF TOT . C SAHP 
Di aphus durlleril1 
Chae todipteru• U p pe1 
Prlacanthu • a.renatus 
Saur1da bras1l 1ens1s 
Total 
we1gh t numbers 
4 .24 3210 9!; . 07 
0 . 13 94 '2 . 91 
0.04 9 0.90 
0 .04 4 0 .90 
---4-.4-S 
D.\TE: l9/ 8/02 CEAR T'il'2 , PT No, 1 
start øtop åJrat.1on 
PROJECT STATIONi 2882 
rostTION:Lat s Ul 
Long E 1130 
TIME :01:-41139 08107:4S 20 (•in) 
WG : 784.34 18S.4l 1.07 
rotP'Il!, 200 200 
BDEPTH: 714 747 
Tow1ng d.1r1 2400 Wire oot.: 





Olae t O<l1pterua Uppei 
Pe llonulll l eononau 
Total 
Total catch: 
Purpo&e Code: l 
Araa coda : 3 
CearCond. code: 
Yal1d1ty coda: 3 
!;10 Q Speed: 30 k n • lO 
l.55 CA TCll/llOUR , 
CATCll/llOUl! • Of' ror. C 
veight numbers 
4. SO 1740 
0 . 06 3 
0 . 03 










PROJE:CT STATlON1 2883 
DATEil9/ 8/02 GEA R TYPE : ?I" No: 1 POSITION: Lat S 622 
s tart. stop durat ion Long E: 1212 
TIME : l4 :3s.:4S 1S:08:39 33 (min) Purpo&e code: 
LOC : 844.66 846.69 l.99 Areacode 
IDEPTH : 10 10 CoarCond.code: 
BDEP'rn: 30 36 Valldity oode: 3 
TQl'ing dir: 2250 Wire cut : lSO 111 S~d: 35 kn•lO 
Sorted1 24 Kg Total catch: 
SPECIES 
JEL ~YFIS J.1 
Sepia oU 1c1nal1& hie r rø<k1a 
Todarope l8 eblanae - juvenue 
Trachurua trecae, JuvenJ l e 
24 .ll CATCH/llOlJl!, 
CA TCll / llOUR 
veight nUClbers 
4 3.64 7864 
0.16 5 
0.02 7 






Total ~ ~ 
43 .84 
SAHP 
PROJECT STATJON: 2884 
Do\TE, 20/ 8/02 CEAR T'tf'2 , Pr No, l POSITICtJ:Lat S 632 
start atop dUration Long E UlO 
TIME :00:52:51 01:18:21 26 (min) Purpose code; 
wc 1 947.32 94 8.73 1.40 Area code 
FDEP'Ill : 10 10 Ge arCond. codQ: 
BOEP1H 1 50 53 Val1d1ty ccda: 3 
Tow1n9 d.1r1 2400 Wire out ~ 150 m Speed: J.5 kn •l O 




Trichiurus lep turua 
Selene dor ealis, juvenJ1e& 
Alloteuthia aCricana 
Trachurue trecae, juvonUo 
6 • 54 ~ TCH/HOUR : 











0 . 33 
0 . ]) 
0.13 
Tota l ----rs:TO 100 . 06 
l S .0 9 
SAHP 
PROJECT STATIOH: 288S 
D.\TE:20/ 8/02 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 1 POSJTial:Lat S 633 
start at.op duratton 
TINE :04:04:46 04 : 28:20 24 l•ln) 
LOC : 972 .01 973 . .tl l.3S 
Fl>EP'TH: 10 10 
BDE'P1H: 28 12 
T0"11ng dir : 2360 Wire out: 
SPECIES 
Sardine lla tnaderens is 
Brachydoutoruø au.r i tus 
saur1c1a braøille ne is 
Sardtnel la aur lta 
Rhhoprionodon a cutus 





Total catch : 
Trachurus t recae , juvenUe 
Sepia orticinalis h1erredda 
Pa99llU5 b4Jllott11 
Oantox aacrophthalra.us Juv. 
Total 
Long E 1219 
Pu.rpooe code' 1 
Area. coda 1 l 
GearConct. coc»: 
Valldity coc»: 3 
u o • Speed: 35 kn•10 
2.C.S. 50 CATCH/HOlJl!, 613 . 75 
CATCll/HOUR • OF TOT. C SAHP 
1'fOJ.9h t numoora 
l l 2.50 1365 
126 . 7S 90S 
77. 21 2l890 
76.63 2!iS 
6 . so 3 
6. 30 15 
5 .48 28 
1. 38 s 
0 . 33 J 
0 . 30 3 
O. lS 30 
O. lS 3 
0. os 10 
0. os 10 


















OATE:20/ 8/02 C2AJt T'lPE 1 9T No1l4 
PR.OJ2CT STAT JON: 2886 
ros1T1a<,1.at s 6•o 
Long E 1155 start s t op duratlon 
TJME : 08: 49:(2 09:18:58 29 (min ) 
lOC :1011.10 1012 . 57 1.4 6 
roEPnt: 120 124 
GDEPTH: 120 124 
T~ing d!r: 3 20ø Wi r e out: 
Sorted: 74 Kg Tota l catch: 
SPECIES 
Trachurus t recae , juve nl le 




Squalus rrioga lops 













Oaetooon hoetler 1 
Citharus linguatula 
Arnogloasus l apor! alis 
Total 
Purpose Codet l 
Area codrit 1 3 
CearCond. coda 1 
Validity codo: 3 
340 11: Speed: 30 Jtn •lO 
132.07 CATCH/HOUl!, 273 . 2 5 
CATCH/llOUR \: OF TOl'. C SAHP 
welgh t null\ber s 
eo .9o 2806 
6S.69 267 
4 3.86 414 
2S.97 72 
18.85 93S 
6. 21 2 
s. Je 
5.32 4. 




1. 90 u 
I. 63 12 
1.63 2 
1.12 54 
0. 93 2 
0 .89 12 
0. S2 2 





16 . 0S 
9.50 
6. 90 




0 . 90 




0 . 60 
0 . 41 










PROJECT STAT ION: 288? 
DATE; 20/ 8/02 CEAR TYPE: 9T Noi 14 POSITia<d:.at S 6SS 
a t.art stop <Juration 
TIH2 :1S:S6:S6 16 : 10 : 01 U (aain) 
LOG :1075.43 1075.89 0 . 38 
FDEPTil: 108 107 
BDEP'IH: 108 107 
Tow!ng C11r: S7ø Wi r e out : 
Sorted, 39 Kg Total catoh: 
SPECIES 
Dontex congoenele 
DQntex angol ens1s 
Oent ex barnard..1. 
E'pl nephelua aøneus 
Rh1zoprionodon acutus 
Raja airaletua 
Oelidoni chthya capens i s 
Anthlas antbtas 
HOLSA.04 
Pa911 llus be Uott 11 
Long E 1157 
Purpo&e codo 1 l 
Area o::x1e : J 
Ceareond.eodrt : 8 
Val id! ty codit1 4 
340 m Spood1 30 >tn • lO 
39.4S CATCH/HOlJl!, 
CATCH/HOUR \ OP TOT. C 
weight num.bør a 





4 .62 9 
2.17 14 
2.08 32 




12 . 16 
11.SJ 










Total -----u2.0i ~ 
PROJECT STATION12888 





20:50 :4'1 JO (min) 
















1 520 w1re cut: 
'tota l catch: 
t.ong E 1223 
Purposa code 1 
Area coOia 1 J 
GearCond. c:ode : 
Valid!ty COOO: J 
130 m Speed: JO )Ul• lO 




43 . 90 194 
27. 64 8 
2S.60 4 2 
9. 54 28 
1 . 28 2 
2 .68 22 
0.14 2 
\' OF TOT. C 
39.S8 
23.11 
14 . Sl 
ll . 48 
S .02 







Total -----u9.9i ~ 
PROOECT STAT JON:2889 
OAtt:21/ 8/02 GEAR TYPE: BT No : 8 POStTICH:Lat S 712 
at.art øtop durAtlon Long E 1226 
TIKE ;ll:S6t3S 12:2l:Sl 2S (min) 
LOG ;1261 . 6S 1262. 98 1. 32 
FDEP'Tll: 86 es 
BOEP'nh 86 85 
Totii1ln9 dir i 3310 Wlro ait: 
Sor t&di s Xg Total c.atch: 
Pu.rpo&e CodQ: l 
Area codo : 3 
ceareond. COde, 
Validlty code, 3 
290 a Speed: 30 kn•lO 
lll. 20 CA TCH/llOUR, 314 .88 
SPE:CIES CATC!l/HOUJ> ' OI' ror. C SAMP 




squatina ocul ata 
EpinopMlus aeneus 
Alloteuthls ar rtcana 
Fistularla p ot!mba 
Ra ja s p. 
zeus !aber 
Dont ex canar 1ens1s 
Qlao todon robJ.stus 
Octopue vulgarie 
Chelldon ichthy ø capensia 
DQ ntex angolenøiB 
Trachurus trecae. juvenile 




211. 44 6898 67. lS 
17.76 200 S.64 
17.04 24 S.41 
16.92 17 S.37 
10.20 8 3.24 
8 .64 s 2. 74 
6.84 1930 2.17 
S.76 14 1.83 
4. 92 2 l.S6 
4. 20 18 l.33 
3.00 1 0 o. 95 
2. 76 17 0.88 
2.71 2 0 .86 
l.44 18 0.46 
L08 sa o .34 
0 .10 12 0.03 
0.05 2 0.02 
0.02 0 .01 
~ ~ 
PROJOCT STATION:2890 
DA.TE:21/ 8/02 CEAR TYPE: BT No: 8 rosITICN:Lat s 659 
start stop duratton Long E 1239 
Tltæ :1S:04 :1l 1513':03 30 (111n) Purpose code: 1 
ux: 11285.60 1287.10 1.49 Area COde : 3 
FDE:P'rn: 20 20 GearCond. code: 
BO~P"Ilh 20 20 Val1dity eode : l 
Towing dJr: 320ø Wire OJt: 130 «0 Speed: 30 k:n•lO 
SOrted: U Kg TOtal catch: lH.14 CATCll/HOUJl, 230 .28 





Pagrus caeruleoetJ. c tuø 
Dant o x gibbosus 
Stromat Guø ! 1a.tola 
Zeus CabGr 
Sphyraena øphyraena 
SQpia o!t1c1nal1s hie rreåda 
Squatlna oculata 
SCCti\l'.)QrocllOZ'\.18 tT 1tor 
:Raja miraletus 
Pl ectorhlncnus medit e rranøua 
Ur anoøcopuø poll! 
Total 
'tilelght nut:lber& 
94 . 60 492 
58.10 254 
2S. 90 148 
1 3 .60 2 0 
7 .20 12 
6 . 40 18 
6 . 04 10 
3 . 90 6 
J.eo 14 
J.64 4 
3. 20 2 





25 . 23 
l l. 25 
5 . 91 
3 .13 








0 . 30 




n.\TE 121/ 8/02 CEAR TYPE: PT No: 7 POSITIOO,Lat S 704 
start. 5top dlration Long E 1240 
TI ME :18:03151 18:47:15 43 (a!n) Purpo6Q cOOQ: l 
LOG :1302.29 1304.11 2.40 Area c:odQ : 3 
FDEP'Itt: S 5 GearCond .code : 
BDEP"Ill: 23 31 Valldlty code: 3 
Towlng d1r1 2400 Wir e out: lJO ra Speed: 30 kn • lO 
Total ca tch: 290 .88 CA TCH/HOUR I 405.88 
SPOCIE;S C\TC!l/EOOJ> • OF TOT. C SAHP 
Sardinella r.iaderenøi e 
Trachurus trocae 
Dacapterus rhonchus 
scanber j aponicua 








27 0 . 00 1024 




2. 86 11 
2.65 
1. 23 3 
0. 91 13 
O. BS 43 
0 .33 3 
66.52 














Tota l ~ ~ 
PRC>JECT STATIOl!.2892 
Dl\TE,22/ 8/02 CEAR TYPE, !IT No, 8 POSITICff:Lat S 723 
start stop duratton 
TIME :08:03:13 081ll1S9 31 (ain) 
t.OC :H19.S7 1421.17 1.S9 
FDEP1H: 108 101 
BOEP'lll • 108 101 
Tow lng dir 1 Wire out: 
Sorted: 40 Kg TOtal CcltCh: 
SPECIES 





6'1p1a o r Ucinal1s hie rrec:Xia 
IAlntex congoenai& 
Sarda &arda 
Trichturus lep t urue 
zeus f abGr 
Sparua pa9ru1 a rr1canu1 " 
Oentex barnardJ 




cnao t odon hOeflerl 
Purpose code: 1 
Area~ : 3 
Gea'ICond. code: 
Val1d1ty C'OOO: 3 
330 11 Speed: 30 kn • l O 
Long E 1229 
257. 69 CA TCH/HOUJ> , 498.15 
C.ATCH/HOUR \: OP TOT. C 
wøight numbers 
241. 3S 424 
77 . 23 14 
66 .77 10 
56. 13 244 
16.3S 4 S 
12.00 17 
?.4S 106 
4. 74 2 
3. S2 4 
3 .4 6 10 
2.83 2 
2. 38 8 
1.61 4 
1. 34 134 
0 . 8S 2 
0.48 6 








0 . 95 
o . 71 













Total ~ ---gg:g, 
PR.OJECT 6TATION:2893 
DA.tt:22/ 8/02 CEAR 1YPE1 PT No1 4 POSITICH:Lat S 729 
øtart stop esuration 
TIME :H:00:49 1S : 33:49 33 f11in ) 
WC :1468 .44 1(70 .79 2.2S 
fllEP'lll< 0 0 
BDEPTH: 118 21S 
Towlng d.1r, 24 00 Wire oot: 
Sort ed: 4 2 Kg 
SPOCIES 
JELLY FISH 
SArdinel la madorena l s 
Lagocephaluø laovlgatus 
Piøtular1a petlt1.ba 
Trachu ruø tt'ecae, juv.en1la 
sei ene dor salis, juveniløs 
Total 
Total catch: 
LOog E 1229 
PurpollO COdQ: 1 
Area ooc» : 3 
CearCond. code f 
ValidJty code 1 l 
200 a Speed: 48 kn • lO 
42.SS CA TC!l /llOUR , '7.42 
CArol/HOUJ> • OI' ror. C SAHP 
weight null'lb4ilira 
&8.36 342 88.30 
8. 91 3 J 11 . Sl 6274 
0.09 33 0.12 
0.02 2 0.03 
0.02 ll 0.03 
0.02 ll 0 . 03 
PROOECT STAT ION: 2894 
Dl\TE,22/ 8/02 GEAR TYPE 1 PT NO: l POSITICff:Lat S 724 
start 
TlME ,19,13,25 
Ule .1488. 40 
FIJEVJll, 0 
BOEVlll < 69 
stop duratton 
19 :4 3:12 30 t11 in) 
14 89 . 94 1.S2 
0 
73 
Towing dir: 2s20 Wi re OJt: 










Søpia otcic1nal1s h ierredd.a 
Long t 12'0 
Purposa code 1 1 
Area code 1 3 
CearCond. codie:: 
Valid I ty code, 3 
130 it Spoed: 32 kn• lO 
182. 06 CATC!l/llOUR, 364 . 12 
CATCll/HOUR ' OI' TOr. C SAHP 
wolght null"lber s 
269. 50 684 
Sl.40 42 
J'l .80 80 
3.84 2 
1.04 2 
0. 26 (0 












PAC>JECT STAT ION, 2895 
tJATE,2J/ 8/02 GEAR TYPE 1 PT No: 1 POSITlal:Lat S 735 
start 
TIME ,04 ,22 , 40 
stop Clurat.1on 
04 :27: $6 s {1111 0 ) 
LOC : 1S67. Sl 1567 .U 0 . 32 
FtlEVJll, 40 
llDEVJll, 72 
'Towing d ir: 
sort ed: 30 Xg 
SPECIES 





3350 Wire out: 
Total catch: 
Long E 1247 
Purpoeo codo: 
Area COdG 1 3 
cearcond. cOda : 
Valid.tty COOO: 3 
180 m S~d.: 4 0 lQ\ • 10 
77.8S CA TCll/HOUll , 934 . 20 
CATC!l/HOUJ> t OF ror. C 
we19ht num.bOrø 
720.00 888 






Total ~ 100. 00 
PROJECi STATION': 2896 
01lTE:23/ 8/02 CF.AR TYP2 1 PT NO: 1 POSITIOIU..at S 732 
start stop duration. 
TIME :06:12:17 06:42: 10 30 C•ln} 
1.00 : 1578.87 1580 .SS 1.67 
FDEP'lll: 5 5 
BOEVlll< 29 35 
Towlng d.lr : 2490 Wire out1 
Total catch: 
SPECIES 






Oocap torua rhonchue 
Purpoae coda: l 
Area code i 3 
CoarCond. oodG t 
Valid.Hy COdG: 3 
130 111 SpHd: 32 k.n• l O 
t.ong E l;?SS 
52. 35 CA TCll/HOOJ> , 104. 70 
CATCl!/HOUll 
we l gh t numt>ora 
30.60 30 

















Total -----ro:iTo ----ioo:oo 
PROJECT STATION1 2897 
Dl\TE ,23/ 8/02 CEAR TYPE: BT No: 8 POSITION1L.lt 6 747 
et.art stop ~atten 
TIKE : 10:4.3:17 11 :14:14 31 (•in) 
LOG :1616.67 1618 . 26 1.60 
Ft>EPTR: 1S2 16 1 
BDEPm: 1 S2 161 
Tow1ng di r : 3200 ture oot: 
Sorted: 4S Kg Total cat ch: 
S~!JC !ES 
Oentex angolenøis 
Il lex coinOOt U 









Dente x barn.ard! 
Ci tharus Unguatula 
Trachurus trecae, juveni le 
Lon9 E 1237 
Purpo&e COda < 1 
Area oode : 3 
C&arCond. code: 
VaUdJty code; 3 
410 11 Speed: 30 k.n•lO 
68.25 C\ TC!l / llOUR ' 
C\TC!l/HOUJ> • OF ror. C 
wo1gh t numbera 
60.00 21 5 
17.S2 486 




4. 4 5 8 
3. 4 8 l S 
l.74 21 
l.6S 4 
1. 3S '2 














0 . 73 
0.06 
0 . 02 
132.10 
Total ~ ----ioo.oo 
PROOECJ' STATION1 2898 
Ol\TE,23/ 8/02 CF.AR TYPE : PT No: 7 ro5ITICt4:L.1t S 7S4 
start stop duratton 
TIKt 1~J ; 20 :19 23:3S:l& lS Clll in l 
to:; 11726 . 32 1727.20 0.$8 
FOEl>'ll!. 5 5 
BOE?Pnl1 30 37 
Tow1 ng dir: 2400 Wire cut1 
sort&d: 95 x.9 Total ca.teh: 
Sl>ECIES 











Validity code: 3 
140 ~ Speed: 3S k.n•lO 
351.66 CATCH/HOURi 1406.64 
CA'.ICll/HOUR \OFTOT. C SAMP 
welght numbers 
678. 96 17060 48.27 '217 
S62.96 JSS2 40.02 6278 
138. 72 512 9.86 6279 
9.00 216 0.64 6280 
1. 32 104 0. 52 
S.88 16 0.42 
}.80 16 0.27 
Total ~ 100. 00 
PROJECT STATIONi 2899 
OATE:24/ 8/02 Cl:AR TYPE; 9T No: 8 EOSITICtl: I...ot S 807 
start stop ruration Long E 1252 
TlKE 108:06:SS 08:37:36 Jl CiaJnl Purpoae code: 
LOC tl79l.71 1793.34 l.S7 Area co6a : 3 
FDEPnl: 117 118 CearCond.cod8: 
BDEP'lll: 117 118 Validlty coåe: J 
TOlollng d.lr: 3400 360 m Sp@Od: 30 kn"l0 
Sorted: 64 Kg Total catch: 205. 89 CATOl/HOUR I !98 .50 
SPECIES CATCH/HCUR \OFTOT. C SAMP 
welght numbers 
Unbr1na canariensi s 119. 23 317 29. 92 6284 
Trachurus trocae. juven11e 101. 71 3627 2S . S2 6285 
Di.1ntox angolensls 7(. 90 339 18.80 6281 
Dentex 11acropnthallll.us 43.6S 124 10 95 6282 
Oentex congoen&i a 2S.06 190 6.29 6283 
TrlchlW-Ut lopturus 7.84 8 l. 97 
Zeus ta.ber ( . 94 H 1. 24 
Atractoaclon aequidens 3.48 2 0.87 
Dranchto&tøguø semltasclatua 3. 39 0.85 
Dent.ex barnardi 2.81 o. 71 
Octopus vu19ar1s 2. 79 0. 70 
sarda øaroa 1. 76 0.44 
SconbGr japonicue 0. 9S 0.24 
Raja miralotus o. 93 0.23 
Tr.:i.churus trecae 0.83 0. 21 
lllex coinOet ii 0 . 81 56 0.40 
Sparus pagrus arricanus " o. 79 2 0 . 20 
sepia orctclnalis hler redda o . .s4 0.14 
OutQt OdOn hoet ler1 0. so O. ll 
erachydeuterus auritus 0.48 0.12 
Trigla lyra 0.33 0. 08 
900p• boop& 0.19 o.os 
Loligo vulgarls 0. 19 10 0.05 
9odJanug apgciosu.s 0 .19 6 o.os 
Splcara alt.a 0 19 10 0.05 
Total ~ 1oo.ot 
P.R.OJECT STATION'12900 
DATE1Z4/ &/OZ GEAR T'iPE 1 PI' No, 4 .roSITION:La.t S 806 
atart 





13:16:44 27 Caalnl 
1831.'4 2 .l} 
s 
36 
Toving dir: lS.0 0 Wire cut.1 
PurpC>Se code: 1 
Area code : 3 
CearCond. coda : 
Long E 1308 
Validlty code: J 
250 111 Spood: SO kn• lO 
Sortødi 149 Kg Total catch: 2000.00 CATCH:/HOUR ! 4U4 . 4 4 
SPECIES 
sarcHnol la Ølad9ronsls 





-408 . 38 1944 
72. Sl 229 




Total ~ too.Oo 
PROJECT S TATION'i 2901 
Ol\TE,24/ 8/02 GEAR TYPE1 l!I' No: 1 POSITI00'1Lat S 820 
start stop durat1on 
T!Mt :22:24:S7 22:38 :44. 14 (ir.ln} 
t.00 :1913.92 1914 . 88 0.9S 
ft>El>'nt, o 0 
llOEl>'nt, 36 37 
To.ring dir; .3400 Wire out: 
Sort.ed: 97 Kg Total ca tch 1 
SPECIES 
Long E l JH 
Purpose COO'ih 1 
Area coda : 3 
Gearcond.code: 
Val ldity coda~ 3 
l SO 11 Spe&d: 30 kn•lO 
7000.00 CATCll/llOUR, 30000.00 
CATOl/l!OUR •OF TOT.C SAHP 
weight nuc:ber& 




BrachydOuterus aur i tus 
Sphyraena sphyraena 
21342.68 766076 91.14 6288 
1082.87 22213 l . 61 6290 
676.40 lS529 2.26 
6S7 . 43 9664 2.19 6289 
1S4 . 71 1 710 o. 52 
es . so • 0.29 
Total ~ ---;oo:Oi 
Ol\TE,2S/ 8/02 Cl?AR TYPE, !IT No' 8 
PROJECT STATIOH1 2902 
POSITfctl!Lat s an 
LOng E 1320 start stop duration 
TIKE :07:49:20 07:59:12 10 (m1n) 
LOC :1988.43 1988.9.( 0.SO 
FDEPTH: 21 21 
llDEl>'nt, 21 21 
Tow1ng dir, 3370 W1re out 1 
Sort ed: 101 Kg Total eatch: 
SPECIE6 
RrachydQuterua auritus 









sapta oc C tetna lis hlerredda 
Ar1ut park!! 
Sard1nel la aurita 
~daøya 1ncl6us 
Purpow coda: 1 
Area code : 3 
CearCond.cOOO: 
VaUdity cooa : 3 
100 m Speed: 30 kn•lO 
sse .oo CA'IOt/HOUR: 3348 .00 
CA'.ICll/HOUR \ OF TOT. C SAMP 
wo lght number s 
2364.00 71616 70.61 6292 
892 .80 26S20 26.67 6291 
2• .00 48 o. 72 
10.•4 66 o. 31 
9. 72 2$8 0. 29 
9.60 18 0.29 
9 . .U 264 0.28 
7.20 30 0.22 
(.98 18 0 . 15 
4. 98 18 0.15 
4 .80 18 0.14 
3. 96 6 0.12 
1.14 36 0 .Ol 
1.08 6 0.03 
Total ----ntt:li ---;oo:Oi 
PROJECT STATION1 2903 
OA.TI:12S/ 8/02 CEAR TYPE: PT tro: 4 POSITl~:Lat S 844 
start stop åJ.rat1on Long E 1308 
TIME :14:24:2 1 14:46:01 22 (min> Purpow code: 
LOG :2048.84 20S0.46 1.60 Ar~a code 
FOEl>'nt• 5 5 GearCond. cod9: 
BOEPTII I 91 96 
TO\ltlng dir: 3290 
ValicHty code: 3 
Wire OJt: 2SO CQ Speed: 41 :k,n t lO 
























0 . 14 
0.11 
0.11 
0 . 03 
0.03 
4SS .29 













Total ~ loo.TI 
PROJECT STATJON:2904 
CATE,28/ 8/02 CtA.R TYPE: PT No: 4 POSITlctld.at S 900 
start 
TIKE: 1lS:4.4 :26 
t.OC t2188.92 
stop duration 










scnedophi lus pOllarco 
S&p lolla ornata 
Lagocephalus Iaevig.'.ltu s 
SQlene dorsaUs 
F18tular1a pet.imba 
zeus t .1.ber 
10 
81 
200 Wire OJt: 
Total catch 1 




Validity cod9 : 3 
lSO 11 Speed: 30 kn"l0 
13 . 64 CATCll/HOUR, 
CA'.ICll/l!OUR \ OF ror. C 
wetght nutmors 
24. 72 2 
4 .20 > 
3.00 12 
0 .43 ; 
0.29 












32 . 7.( 
SAMP 
Total ~ 
Oi\TE129/ 8/02 CEAR TYPl'!: PT No: 1 
PROJ~ STATION':290S 
POSITION I Lat. s 911 
Long E 1256 start stop duratlon 
TlKI! :01:03:18 01 : 33:13 30 (min) 
I.OG : 224 8 . 62 22SO .60 1. 7S 
FOEl>'nt, 10 10 
BOEPTH: 24 21 
Towing dir: nø Wire oot1 
Sort od, 311 Kg 
SPECIES 
Ørachydauteruø aur 1 t us 
Galeoldea dQc:adactylus 
Arlua parkll 
&a.rdtnol la 11aderens1s 









Total catch : 
Purposo codo: l 
Area code : 2 
CearConc1. code : 
Val.1d1ty code: 3 
UO li\ Speed: 4S >:.n• lO 
127 .00 CATCll/HOUR' 254 .00 










l. 36 32 
1. 28 8 
O.S6 16 
0.40 8 
0 . 40 8 










0 . 22 
0.16 
0 . 16 
Total ----m-:oo ----roo.or 
PRWECT STATION:2906 
DATE:29/ 8/02 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 1 POSITIOOit.at S 936 
øtart s t op 0Jrat1on 
TIME :l9:SJ:S7 20109106 lS l•in) 
LDC 1236S.02 236S.81 0.78 
FDEP'IH I 270 265" 
SDEP'Ill: 404 410 
T~1ng dir: JJSe Wt.re out: 




Shr1aips, small, non coca. 
Tr1plophos heming1 
HYCTOPHIOl\E 




Purpose ccx1o : 1 
Areao:>de :2 
CearCond. code: 
Valld1ty code: 4 
600 c Speed: 32 Jtn•IO 
4 .66 
Long E 124.2 
16.64 
C\TOl/HOUR \ OF TOT. C SAKP 
"'ø1gbt. nu.mbers 
6.28 4 
s. 24 96 
3 . 96 896 
1.44 21& 
0 . 76 184 
0 . 52 2( 
0 .24 36 






2 . 79 
1.29 
1.07 
Total ----rB."64 100 .00 
PROOECT STATI ON:2907 
OATE,29/ 6/02 CF.AR TYPE 1 PT No: l OOSITIOO:Lat S 93S 
øtart stop duration 
TU<E :201ll:lS 20:26:29 lS (min) 
LOG :2J6S.92 2366.69 0 .76 
roEPTH, 2&s 26S 
BOEP'lll1 411 421 
Towing <Ur: 3JS0 IUre oot: 
Total catch: 
SPECIES 
Hl!I»IOSTOI< I AT! Ol\E 
Zeug Cabor 







Purpo&a code : 
Area code 
GearCond. coda , 
VaUd1ty coda: 3 
Long E 1241 
m Speed: Jm • lO 
4. 38 
CA rot/ll001t t OF TOT. C 
vøight nullber& 
6.68 148 
4 .44 4 
2 .4.8 3400 
2.24 372 
1.00 72 
0 • .(8 1100 
0.08 8 
0.08 8 








0 . .(6 
0.2) 
Total -----n:s2 100.02 
PROJECT STAT ION: 2908 
Oi\TE,29/ 6/02 GEAR. TYPE: No: POSITION:Lat S 935 
star t 
TI!oæ :20: 38 :00 
LOC ,2366.69 
s t op durat!on Long E 1241 
20:54:12 lS (m1nl 
~J68.2S 1.S7 
FDEP'rn: 130 130 
BDEP"llt : 4 21 433 
Towtng clir: 3350 wtro out: 
Sorted: 10 Xg Total catch : 
~rpo&G code: 1 
Ar.;a code : 2 
CecJ.rCond. cod9; 
VcJ.1ld1ty cxxlEt: 3 
300 li Speed: S kn• 10 
47 .16 CATOl/HOUR, 191.04 
SP.OCIES C\TOl/HOUR \ OF TOT. C &AKP 
HYCTOPHIOllE 
HELA.NOSTOH IATIDAE 
Tr1ch1urus l opturus 
Synagrq>s microlepis 
Shrimps, øm.all, non COQA. 
SQa l.l squlds 
























































DATE: JO/ 8/02 G:EAR TIPi:: BT No : 8 POSITIC'ff:Lat S 94. 9 
s t art stop duratton Long E 1256 
TIME ;l3:02;S9 13:32:40 30 (•in) Purpo&O code: 1 
ux :24 93.27 249S.02 l.7S Area coOO: : 2 
FDEPnl: US 120 
l!DEPill' llS 120 
T0titin9 dir: 2400 
Coat"Cond. code: 
V a l1d1t y c:ode : 3 
W1re OJt: 380 m Speed: 3 kn•lO 
Sor ted: 82 Kg Total catch: 243.27 CATOl/HOUR, 486 .54. 
SPF.CH:s C\TOl/ROUR \- OFTOI. C &AKP 
Trachurus trecae 
Dantex r.acrophthalmus 







Zeus ! aber 
Dentax c anar1e n&1B 










velghl nw:U>er s 
136.80 4. 962 
128. 70 -414 
78.90 180 
5S. 20 18 
23.94 102 
21. 90 6 
13.08 12 
4. 74 36 
4. 32 102 
4. 08 24 
3. 78 16 
).48 6 
3 .00 132 
1. 08 6 
0.84 6 
0 . 78 6 
0 . 76 6 





26. "4 S 
16. 22 
11.35 







0 . 72 










DATE:JO/ 8/02 Gr.AR. TYPi!: PT No1 1 POSCTIOO:Lat S 9;3 
start stop durat ion Long E 12S7 
TIME :18:50:04. 19:10:01 20 (Cl1n) Purpoee cc:de: 
LOC :2S29.38 2S.30.48 1.09 Area code 
mEP'IR, 90 90 ~rCond. cod.a, 
RDEP'rn: 114 US ValldJty C'Oda: J 
Towing c11r: 1800 W1re out: 20, t11 Speed.i 3 k.f\ • 10 







Sep ia orblgnyana. 
Sep ia barthe lot1 
tagoeephalus laevigatus 
Otse tod:ln sp . 
Synagr<:flø microlepis 
Nemich thye scolopaceue 
Solene doraall s 
To tal 
Total catch: 1. 98 
C\TOl/HOUR t OF TOT . C 
we tght nwd>era 
l4 .10 l2 
7 , 83 27 6 
0 . 87 lOS 
0.36 270 



















0 . 13 




PRQJOCT STAT ION, 2911 
OATt:30/ 8/ 02 GEAR TYPE: PI' Nos 1 POSI TION:Lat S 955 
atart stop duratton Long E 1256 
TIME :19 :15 :32 19: 30:34 lS (m.in) Purposo CClde: 1 
LOG :2530 . 77 2531.71 o . 93 AreaeodQ :2 
FDEP'Ilt: so 4S CearCond.code1 
BDEP'IH: llS us Val1d1ty c:ode 1 3 
Towing dir: 1600 W1re out: llS 11 Speod.1 8 kn•lO 
Sorted: Total cat ch: 
SPOCIES 
Loligo vulgar i s 
Saur ida bras111ens1s 
Sep.1ella ornata 
Trachu rus trøcao. juven1le 
Kerlucc1us s p. 
0 .22 C\TOl/llOIJ1t, 
CATO!/HOUR \ OF TOT. C 
velght nucabQra 
0 .60 16 








4 . 5S 
Tota l ---o.8i 100. 01 
0.88 
SAKP 
PROJECT STATION, 2912 
DATE: JO/ 8/02 GEAR TYPE 1 PT No1 1 POSJTI<l!l ,Lat S 956 
start stop durat ion 
TJME :19:34:28 19:49:24 15 <mi n> 
LOG , 2531.99 2532.97 0,97 
mEPnl• 20 20 
BDEPTH~ 115 lH 
Toving dlr: 1600 Wire oot: 








Lo11go vulgar1 e 
Trachurua trocae 
Total catch: 
Todaropal& e blanae 
Branchlos.tegus sem1Casctatu& 
Uranoscopu s sp. 
E'phlppion 9-1tt 1Cer 
saurtd.a bras111ens1s 
Long t 1257 
Purpo.e code1 1 
Aroa codQ : 2 
CearCond. ooc» 1 
Valldi ty codlfit: 3 
140 tl 6peod: 4 k.n •lO 
4.. 32 CATCll/HOUR, 
C\TOl/ROUR \ OF TOT. C 
woight number e 
4. 24 4 
4. 24. 16 
3.16 100 
l. 96 32 
1.64 4 
0. 56 16 
0. 4 8 20 
0. 40 16 




















Total ~ ~ 
PRWECT STAT ION: 2913 
n\TE~JO/ 8/02 GEAR TYPE1 PT No: 1 POSITi ctJ:Lat S 950 
8ta rt a.top dUratton 
TI ME :22 : 31:52 22 :46: 54 lS (aiin) 
LOG : 2548.99 2549.90 0 .91 
mEPnl, 40 4 0 
l!DEPnl, 58 56 
TO'fl1ng d.ir: l 7S0 Wi r e oot: 
Sorte<1: 5' Kg Tota l catch: 
SPECIRS 




Synagrope Sl.icrolop l& 
Bregma oeroa &p. 
Saur .ida brasiliensls 




Valid. i ty CO<lO: 
120 11 Spoed: 4 
5 . 50 
CATCll/HOUR 
"W Ø19ht num.ber& 
7.64 20 
4. 26 341' 
3. 36 4 0 
3.08 112 
2.56 1708 
o. u 1496 
0. 44 44 
0. 20 8 4 
Long E 1307 













Total -----n:Oo ----roo:oo 
PROJECT STATION:2914 
Ol\tt.30/ 8/02 CF.AR TYPE 1 Pr No1 1 roGITION:Lat S 9Sl 
s tart 





23:0S:26 1S (IUO) 
2SS1. i; o . 99 
17 
60 
Tow1ng dir: 1750 Wire oot: 








O'laot odon ap. 
Sh.rhlpa, araall , non coc:ara. 
Tracl\urus trecae. juven1 le 
Total eat oh: 
Long E 1307 
Purpoao cOde: 
Area cod9 1 
Geat"Cond. code i 
Va11dity codo i 
lSO m Speed1 4 
1 . 17 C\TCll/HOUR, 
CATCll/HOUR t OF TOT. C 
wetght numDer• 
1. 40 H 
l. 28 4 
0 . 68 4 36 
0. S6 20 
















Total -----.-:Ts ~ 
DATE:Jl/ 8/02 CEAR TYPE: Pr No: 7 
&tart st.op duration 
PROJECT STATJON: 2915 
rostTIOO:liat s 949 
Long E 1312 
TIKE :00:40:4$ 01:10136 30 (•in) 
LDG :~SS9.81 2561.75 1.91 
FD6P'Ill.1 10 10 
QllEPllb 22 3S 
To...lng <Ur: 2500 Wire out: 
Purpose cooa: l 
Area COde , 2 
GearCond. oode: 
Validity code: 3 
140 " Speed: 4 k:n ' 10 








Tr ichiurus lepturua 
Todaropeis eblanae 
Ga1eo1d9ø dQcaåactyl us 
Pc>madasyø incuuø 
Che11don 1chthys gab0nons18 







87 .20 348 
77 .20 2172 
SS.20 21 2 
27 .80 464 
2. 96 12 
2 .08 8 
1. 52 16 
o . 96 4 0 
0 . 80 16 
0. 76 4 
0.60 4 
0 . 60 192 
0 . 48 8 
o. n 4 
0 .28 8 
~ 








0 , 37 
0 . 31 
0 . 29 
0.23 











OA..TEdl/ 8/02 CF.AR TYPE: BT No: 8 l'OSITJCN:Lat S 1007 
e tart etop duratton Long E 1258 
TIME .08:31 : 08 09:01112 30 Ctl1n) 
LOG :2621.17 2622.76 1.58 
FDEP'IH: 116 109 
BDEPTH: 116 109 




Validity COde; ) 
350 • Spood: 31 kn • lO 
Sorted: 96 Kg Total catch: 95. 74 CATOl/HOUR, 191.48 
SPECIES 
Trachurus trecae 
t.ol 1go vulgar18 
Dantex congoonsis 
Unbrlna canar1ens1S 









DQntex canar 1e nsl8 
Sard1nel la madoron•U 
Total 
CATOl/HOUR 
wot.ght num>er s 





6 . 16 26 







0 .44 2 
0.22 2 
~ 




10 . 08 
8 . 15 
3.22 





o . 56 
0 . 4 3 
0 . 2) 
0.11 
100.01 
PROJOC'T STAT ION: 2911 
~T2:31/ 8/02 CF.AR TYPg: BT No: 8 POSITION:Lat S 100') 
start nop duration l.ong 2 1316 
TIME :11:39:46 11:59132 20 (Din) Purpo&e code: l 
LOC :2643.71 2644.83 1.09 Area code : 2 
F02P1ll' 21 21 GearCond.code: 
lll>EPlll' 21 21 Val1<11ty code: 3 
Towing dlr: 3~70 Mi ro out: 100 ta Speeel: Jl kn •10 
Sortod~ 122 )(g Total catc:h: 1766.50 CATCk/MOUR: 5299.SO 
SP.ECIES 
Brachyd.autorus aur ituø 
Trachurua tr9cae 
Galeoldos. OOcadactyluø 
Pomadasyø incl su& 
Pt(rroscion pel 1 
M1racorv1na angolens1• 
Sard1nella madorenøts 
Tr ichiurus. lepturus 
Total 
D.\TE1ll/ 8/02 
CATOl/llOUR \: OF ror. C SAHP 
welght n~rs 
48S2.SO 18996 91.S7 
219.60 6135 4. . 14 6306 
13S . 60 34 8 2 . S6 
42. 60 261 O.BO 
23 . 94 522 0 . 4S 
10.4 4 4 S 0 . 20 
9.15 4S 0.17 
s . 67 174 0.11 
~ ---wo.oo 
PROOECT STATIONi 2918 
CEAR TYPE : BT No: 8 rosIT10N1Lat S 1010 
start 
TIHE ,is,29,03 
LOC ::!668 . 8!. 
• top å.J.ratlon Long B 1307 
1!>:44:28 lS (tnln> Purpow co:Se: 1 
2669.65 0.79 Area code : 2 
FOEPlll' 97 95 CearCond.code: 
m>tPTH1 97 9S Validlty code; 3 
Towing <Ur: 640 WJre wt: 320 Ja Spaed: JO AA• lO 
Sort9d: Kg Tot.al c:a.tch: 64.11 CA TOl/HOUR ' 259.08 
SPECIES CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT. C SAHP 
Oentox macrophthalmua 
Unbr!na canar iensis 
Zeus [aber 
MalacoCQphaluø lnelicus • 
Ulex coindet11 
Dontex angolens18 







w81ght number s 
126 . 40 392 
86.80 1S6 
ll . 48 48 
11.04 20 
7 . 46 920 
4 . 32 36 
3 .12 4 
2 . 12 20 
2.04 4 















0 . 06 
lOo:Oo 
PROJEC'T STATION;29l9 
DATE.:31/ 8/02 GEAR TYPE: PT No: l POSJTION:Lat 6 1017 
start stop duration Long E 130S 
TIME :20:16:H 20:27:19 11 (aln) P\1rpof;O COde: l 
1.00 :2707. 85 21os.so 0 . 60 Area ooc» : 2 
FOI:P'I'H: 86 86 CearCood.code1 
BOEP'Jl{: 114 lU Valld!ty code1 l 
Towtng dir: l 6S0 Wire wt: 190 • Speød.1 30 M • lO 
Sorted: 11 Xg 
SPECIES 
Døntox ~acrophthal11us 
Trach.urus treca.e, juvenlle 
Sopia orbignyana 
Total 
To t al catch 1 1.10 CATOl/HOIJR, 













DATE1ll/ 8/02 GEAR TYPt: PT Noi 1 PJSITia.l1Lat S 1018 
&tar t 
TIME :20:29:46 
LOC ,2108. s1 
stop durat ion 
20:48:10 18 (111n> 
2709. 70 1.12 





Tow1ng d.lr: 1650 Wire out: 
Sorted.: 38 Kg Total catch: 
SPEX:IES 
Trichiurus le.pturus 
Trachurus trecae. juvenlle 
Purpose cc:de: 1 
Area codG : 2 
coareond. code 1 
VaUdity codø: 4 
190 • Speed: 40 kn•lO 
0 .38 CATOl/HQUR, 
CATOl/HOUR • OF ror. C 
weight numbers 
1.20 ) 94.49 






OATI:: 1/ 9/02 CE1\R TYPE: BT No1 B POSITICti:Lat S 1027 
start stop duration Long I 1313 
TIME =08:16: 48 09 : 08:23. 32 (t:iln l 
WG :2193.49 2195.Jl 1 . 81 
FDEP'IH: 109 110 
BDEP'IH: 109 110 
Tow1ng d1rt 3300 Wire out 1 
Sort ed: 202 Kg Total catch1 
Purpo&O COd.O: l 
Aroa cOdQ : 2 
CearCond. co<» 1 
Validity codo1 3 
350 I\ Spoed.: SO >c.n • lO 
201. 78 CATOC/HOUR1 )78 .34 







































379 S0. 45 
2824 20.64 6310 
Ul 10.31 
1230 7. ll 
26 6.10 
• s l. 52 
lS 1.19 
8 0. 77 
• 0.68 
• 0. 41 6 0.11 
2 0.15 
2 0 . 11 
0.09 
0 . 08 
0.04 
o . 01 
lOo.03 
PR.01tt'T STATIONi 2922 
lll\TE, 1/ 9/02 GEAR TY PE, Pr No, 7 l'OSITICIU.at S 1020 
•tart stop duratton Long E 1330 
TJME :88:59:S6 88:59:!>6 lO lm.1n) Purpoeø code: l 
LOC :2816.87 2818,63 1.76 Area coda : 2 
rnEPIH: 10 10 CearCond.ooda: 
BDEP'lll: 20 2:2 Va11dity codø1 3 
Towlng dir: 1700 Wire wt: 1'0 ca Spood: 38 >tn • 10 
Sorted: 50 Kg Total catch: 14 2.36 CATCH/HOUR 1 284.72 
SPECJES CATOl/HOUR \OFror.c SAKP 
weight nWlbora 
Drachydauterus auritus 224. 26 12560 78. 77 
Trachurua trecaa 23.00 222 8.08 631l 
Poma&•y& jUbeHni 16. 76 20 S.89 
Sard1nella maderensis 11. so 
" 
4 .04 6)12 
Sepia ort icinalis h1erreå1a 4 . 06 6 1. 43 
LlgocephalU6 laevigat us l.16 6 l.11 
Chloroscc:mbrUs chrysurus 1.06 6 0.37 
Pomad:lsys incill!ius 0.66 6 0 . 23 
SOlene dorsalis 0.26 6 0.09 
Total ~ lOo.oT 
PROJECT STATIOH'1 2923 
OllTE, I/ 9/02 CF.AR T'tp[ : BT No: B POSITICt'l :Lat S 103S 
start s t op aurat1on 
TIME 100:00:0!. 00:001 ( 5 24 h11n) 
LOG :2880.88 2882 . 30 1.41 
FDEP'Df1 111 112 
Purpose cod.e: l 
Area code : 2 
CearCond. code : 
Long t 1320 
BDEVIH I 111 112 
Tow1ng d1r1 lSOe 
Val1dity COdo: l 
Wire out: 350 D speed'3SO M ' l 0 
Sortod' •2 Kg 
SPECIES 
Oentex 11acrophthalmus 








Pagellu s bQUott11 











Rrachydeuterus aur Jtua 
Dentex barnardi 
0 1cologogl06sa hexophthaloa 




261. 20 CATCH/ROUR, 668 .00 
CA TCll/HOUR \ OP ror. C SAHP 
we1ght numbor& 
2S6.SO 1S7S 
64 .6S 82S 
63. 00 308 












3 .68 60 
2 . 93 8 
2.63 B 
0 . 7S. B 
0.60 8 
0. Sl 8 
0. S.J 8 
0.4S 8 
o. 30 8 
0.30 8 
0 . 23 23 





8 . 93 
8.16 


















0 . 04 
0.03 
0 . 02 
6313 
Total ~ 100. 00 
PRQJECT STATION:2924 
J:N\'fF! I }/ 9/02 CEAR. TYP2: PT No: 1 POSITIOO:Lat S 1033 
start 
TIME ,21 ,s8,3l 
UX :288S.41 




2886 .4 2 












&arcUnella 11ader enaiø 
Saur ida brasl 11ene1ø 
Loligo vul ga r 1ø 
Scl!pla orr:1c1na1Ja bJerreo:sa 
Trachurua t recae. juven1le 
selene doreol1•. )uvenUes 
Long E 1324 
Purpose ccx1e: 
Area codo : 2 
CoarCond. coOO : 
Valld!ty codQ: 3 
100 m Speed: 30 M:t 10 






0 . 56 
0 .34 

















0 . '1!. 
0 . 09 
0 . 09 
0.09 





Total ~ 100. 04 
PROJECT STAT ION: 292S. 
0Att1 ~ / 9 /02 CEAR T'!PE: PT No~ l rosITIOO:Lat S 1030 
start atop <lUraUon 
TIKE :OO:S9,S2 Ol129:S4 30 (ll in ) 
LOG ,2903.92 290S.90 l.72 
FDEPTH: 15 lB 
BOCP'Ilt 1 41 U 
To"' ing c11 r 1 2 400 Wire out: 
Sor tød, SS Kg 
SPECIES 
Brachydeute rus aur it us 
Trachurus t r ecaQ 
Tr1ch1urua l epturua 
Pterosc1on p el 1 
Pagellus bellott.U 
Trachuruø trecae, juven1 lo 
Tot.a l cat c h : 
Long E 1331 
PU:rpose code : 
Area coda t 
CearCond. cod9: 
Validlty codG: 3 
90 m Speed: 38 kn •l O 
123.49 CATCl!/HOUR, 246 . 98 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TO'f . C SAHP 
~elght numbers 
1 98 .40 1568 
38. 90 462 












Tut.al ~ 100:00 
PROJECT STAT10Ni2926 
D.\TE: 2/ 9/02 GEAR TYP2: PT No : 7 POSITION:La.t S 1030 
&tart stop duration 
TIH& :02:40103 Oli10:08 30 l11i n l 
LIJC :2912.69 2914.78 2.07 
rnE'P'IR I 10 10 
90EP'Ill1 27 38 
Towlng <1lr1 2 4Sø Wire out: 
Sort.ed i 1 7 Kg 
SPECI ES 
Gr achy deutorus aur itus 
Trachurus trocag 
Sardinella madQr enøle 
Peri s t Qd1on cataphract \111\ 
Trigla lyra 
Tot al catch: 
Sardlnella 111ad~uen111e • J uv. 
Todarodes sag! tta.tus 
Citharus llnguatulD 
LOng E 1334 
Pu.rpow CCX1e: l 
Area code : 2 
Gea.rConc1 . coda: 
Va.Udlty coda: J 
HO en S~: 40 k.n • lo 
17 .48 CA TCll/HOUR , 
CA TCll/HOUR 
wQight nu!:lbers 
25 .40 290 
3. 18 24. 
2.48 14 
l.S6 32 
0 .84 8 
0 .66 S.8 
0. 60 2 8 
0 . 24 














Tota l ~ 100.00 
PROJECT STATION: 2927 
Ol\TE, 2/ 9/02 CF.AR TiPE : PT No1 7 POSlTIOH :Lat S 1032 
start stop du rat.ion 
TIME :04:42:50 05:13 :21 31 l11:lnl 
ux; :2 923.S4 2925.44 1. 88 
F'OEPTH: 10 10 
m>EPIH: 21 23 
Towlng dir : 1450 ~Uro o.at.: 
Purpoøo cOde: l 
Area C009 1 2 
CearCond. C0d9 I 
Validi ty code1 3 
140 • Speed: 35 kn• lO 
Long E lll8 
Sortiitd: 124 Kg Total c.atch: 1669 . 00 CATCll/HOUR, 32l0. 32 
SPECIES 
Sardlnolla tiaderensis 
Brachydeuterus aur l tus 
Polladasys 1 nei sus 
Sardinella aurita 
Gal ooiOOø dQcadactylus 







17'6. 77 9668 
981.10 11'72 
249. S2 lll4 
211. 6S llSO 
12.S4 S2 
7 .94 lOS 






30 . 37 
7. 72 











PROJECT STAT ION: 2928 
DATE: 2/ 9/02 C&AR TYPE: DT No 1 8 POSJTJCN:Lat S 1041 
start stop durat.ion Long 2 1324 
TIME :00:00:08 00:0 1 : 17 29 {raln) Purpo&e code i l 
LOG :294 6. H 2941Lll 1.68 Area cOdQ l 2 
FDJ:Pnl: 116 108 CearCond.codø: 
90EP1ll : 116 toe Validity code: 3 
Towlng dir: 660 Wire o.at 1 3SO a Spøod: 3S kn• lO 
Sotted: S4. Kg Tat.al catch: 168 .18 CATCll/HOUR, 3 47. 96 
SPECIES 
Dontox macrophthala.us 
Trichlu.rus l epturus 
Dentex a ngolensl s 
Toda,rodøø saglttatus 





Oc topuø 6P . 
Torpedo torpe<10 
°'ae t odon hoener i 




woight nwmer s 
162.00 894 
108 . 93 27l 
lS. 21 S6 
13. 10 S21 
11.17 Jl 
7. 92 6 
7 .66 '17 
6.21 4l 
6.02 74 
S. l S 6 
1. 5S 6 
1.06 6 
0 . 81 12 
0 .81 6 
0 .31 6 
\" OF TOT. C 











0 . JO 
0.2S 
0 . 23 
0.09 
6l2S 
Total ----m-:97 100 . 00 
PROJOC"T STAT ION: 2929 
DATE: 2/ 9/02 GF.AR TYPE1 PI' NO: 1 POSITJON:La.t S 1042 
start stop dl.lrauon 
TIM't! : U :SS:l2 1$:2S:09 JO lciln) 
LOC :3002.71 3004 .Bl 2 . 08 
FOEP'l}{: 10 10 
BOEP'D:{: 28 36 
Tow!ng di r : ø Wi re cut: 
Sor tOO: 83 ~ 
SPD:IES 






erachydeuterus aur it u s 
Total catch: 
Long E 1343 
Pu.rpoae coM 1 
Area coda 1 2 
C&arCond. code : 
Val1d1ty code : J 
HO Il SPo'K'.1: 4 0 kn • 10 
281.4 3 CA'J'Of/HOUR1 S62 .86 
CATCll/HOUR • OF ror. C 
wolght null1:>9re: 
S3 4 . 02 21S6 
12.86 14 
S .24 6 
J .60 34 
J.54 6 
2.92 96 









Total ---srr:i6 100,0o 
PAOJtcT STATION: 29JO 
DATE: 3/ 9/02 CE!A.R T'lP2: PT No1 1 POSITIOO:t.at S 1057 
start stop duratton 
TIME :23 :21:03 00:00 : 33 15 (m1nl 
LOC ,JOS6.61 J OS7 .44 0.82 
FOEPll! , 90 90 
BOEPnl: 112 111 
Purpoøo coda: 1 
Araa COclO : 2 
~areonå. code 1 
Val1d1ty cod91 l 
t.ong E 1337 
Towi ng dir : 3400 Wi re out: 280 eri SpQQd: 3S. >m• lO 





Parapenaeuø longlrostr lø 
Brcgiacoroa ep. 
Trachuru& trø-cae. juven1 l e 
Saurid.a b rasiliens1& 
9.0S CATCll/HOUR ' 
CATCll/HOUR • OF TOT. C 
woig'ht nurWor a 
2S.OO 76 
8.04 2608 
1. 76 160 
1. 24 920 
0.08 76 
0 . O• 24 
0.04 8 
69.06 
22 . 21 
4 . 86 
J. -4 3 





Total ~ 100:00 
PROJOC'T STAT ION: 2931 
DATE: 3/ 9/02 CEAR TYPE: PT No1 1 POS!TIOll,Lat S I OS6 
start stop dura tlon 
TI ME : OO:H :0 4 00 :31: 41 11 (cdn > 
UX: :30S8.0S 30S9 . 0l 0.9S 
FDEP'IH: 4S 4.S 
BDEP1ll: 111 111 
TOW"ing dir : 34.00 Wt rG OJC. : 
Sortod. : 4.1 Kg 
SPECIES 
Synagropø microl 9p1s 
Dentex t11acropttttta1~us 






Cbngor c on93r 
sep ia orblgnyana 
Total catch: 
LOng E 1336 
Purpoeo eod•' 
Area code , 2 
CearCond. cod9 1 
Validity code: l 
l80 m Speed1 lS ltn • l O 
40. 73 CATCll/HOUR, 143. 7S 
CATCll/HOUR \ OF ror. C SAHP 
wø1ght numoors 
86 .29 2!919 
27 .18 127 
lS. 4 9 6406 
9.04 21 
2. 01 1 
1.27 7 
l . 02 53 




18 . 91 
10 . 18 
6.29 
l. 40 




0 . 27 
Total ~ --ioo:o1 
PROJECT STAT CON: 2932 
OATEi 3/ 9/02 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 7 POStTlCtLLat S !OSS 
start 
TlME :02il8154 













SOrtO<l• lO Kg Tot.al catch: 
SPECIES 
saro1ne1 la i:.aderena1a 
Trachurus trocae 
srachydii>utorus aur itus 
Pagellus bel lott11 
Tr1Ch1urus l epturus 
r..agocephaluø laev1gatus 
Ch loroscanbrus chrysurus 
Oct.opuø vulgar18 
Long E 1347 
Pur pose code: 1 
Aroa cooo : 2 
Ceat'Cond.eoda: 
Val1dity code: 3 
lSO 11 spQQd: 40 kn• lO 
29.63 CATOl/HOIJll, 




6. 20 36 
3. 54 18 
2.14 22 
2. 08 2 














Total -----s9.26 ~ 
PROJECT STATIONi 2933 
DATE' 3/ 9/02 CEAR TYPE: PT No: 1 POSITION:Lat S 1108 
at.art stop å.rrauon 
TIME :ll,S7:17 121121"4 lS (minl 
i..o::; :3Ul.6S lU2.S8 0.92 
FDEP'Ill: 60 6S 
BDEP1H1 1S9 182 
T~1ng dir: 2100 Wire out: 






Trachuruø t.r ec:ae, 1uven.llo 
Total 




VaUdity code: 3 
11 Speed: M • l O 
.... 07 CArol/llOUR, 















PRQJECT STAT ION: 2934 






12:301S4 lS lm1n) 
3143.H 0.67 
Long E 1334 
72 
BDEPTil 1 187 217 
TO'itlng d.ir: 2700 
Purposo ccde: 1 
Area code : 2 
Cearcond. code : 
Valldity code~ 3 
wire out: :220 m Speod: 38 kn•lO 
Sortedt 39 Kg Tot.al catch: 39. 9S CA'.!CH/HOUll, 119 .80 





lSB . 36 4.7S080 99 .10 
l.44 0 . 90 
~ 100.00 
PROJOCT STATION: 293S 




atop cllrat1on Long E: 1338 
IS:U:OS 60 (11JnJ Purpoae code: 1 
lH6.79 3.29 Area code : 2 
ffiE:P'IJi I 116 186 CearCond.c:ode: 
m:>EPnt; 116 186 Val1d1ty code: 3 
Tow1ng <Ur1 2100 Wire out: 400 m Speecl: 30 kn•10 
Sorteclt 117 Xg 
SPECIES 












Syac1U• micrur \111 
Total 
Tot.al catch: 902 .64 CATCH/HO\.IR: 
CArol/l!OUll \ OF rar. C 
~eight nut.'lbors 
S18 . 90 4.2142 
280 . 70 747 





3. as S4 
3.39 8~~ 















0 . 17 
0.09 
0 . 03 
lOD.02 
902 ·" 
PROJECT STAT JON: 2936 
DATE: 3/ 9/02 CEA1t TYÆ: PT No: 7 POSITION:Lat S lllS 
start 
TINE ,19'26 •08 
t.OC :3184.52 
atop cllration 






Tow1ng dir: 2?00 wire cut: 











Penaeus ke r athuru8 
Parapenaeua lon91r0&t r is 
Total catch: 
LOng E 1344 
Purpo69 ccxle: 1 
Area cx:>de : 2 
CoarC'ond. code: 
Valldity codia:: 3 
llO ID Speed: 370 kn'l0 
154 .49 299.01 
CA'.!CH/HOUR \OPTar.c SAHP 
...-o ight nurabers 
223.S~ 1877 
44.. 90 137 
22.82 40B 
4.U 31 
l. IS 4 
0.66 4 
O. S4 12 

















Total ~ 100.01 
PROJECT 6TATJON:29l7 
DATE: '' 9/02 CEAR TYPE: PT No: 7 POSITlCH1Lat S 1126 
atar-t stop duratJon Long E 1343 
Tltæ :05:06:28 OS:36:39 30 (aJnJ Purpo8e Cod9 I 
LOC :3239.10 3241.13 2.0l Area coOO 1 2 
FDEPTH; 10 10 CoarCond. COdQ : 
BDE:Pm: 2S 33 VaUdlty code: 3 
Tow1ng dir : 2700 Wire out: llO • SpDOd: 4. 0 kn•lO 
Sorted.: 97 Kg Total catch: 96. 75 CA'I'al/OOUR.1 193 .so 
SPECJE:S CArol/HOUR • OF wr. c SAHP 
we1ght numbera 
Sard1nel la 111acjer e nsis 193.SO 1210 6331 
Total ~ 
PROJECT STAT ION, 2938 
DATE: 4/ 9/02 C~R TIPE: 9T No: 8 POSITJON,!.at S 1132 
start stop durat1on Long E 1326 
TtKE :10:00:13 10:30i27 30 (mini Purpotii.0 codo1 1 
LOC :3273.69 327S . 47 1.78 Area oo6I : 2 
IDEPnl: 122 129 cearCond.codlit1 
IIDEP'Ill: 122 129 Val1d1ty code 1 3 
Tow1ng d1r: 90e Wire wt1 400 m Spood: l6 kn •lO 
Sorted: 162 Xg To t al eat.en: 843.18 C\TOl/JIOUR, 1666 .36 













weigbt num.ber & 
U93 . 0 S834 
88.92 696 
29 . 44 20 
2S.S8 S2 
16. 32 10 
9.46 10 
9. 26 62 
s. 72 72 
l.64 4 2 
2. so 20 
2 .08 10 
~ 
U .16 











PROJECT STATIQN, 2939 
DATE , 4/ 9/02 GEAR TYPE: PI' NO: 7 POSJTION1Lat S 1139 
start stop duration Long E 1344 
TIME : lS.:54. : 18 16:24 :10 30 {m1nl Purpose code1 1 
l.OC : 3312 . n 3314 . 9S 2 .18 Area codo : 2 
t:'OEPT'd: 10 10 GearCond. codQ: 
llDEP'JH: 33 30 Val1dlty COde: 3 
Tov.ing dir : 3600 W1re cut.: lSO 111 Spffd: 38 M • lO 
Sorted: Xg Total catch: 
6PEC1ES C\TO!/HOUll ' OF rar. C SAHP 
weight nuiaber• 
N O CATCH o.oo 
Total 
PROJECT STATlON': 2940 
D.\TE: S/ 9/02 CEAR TYP&: BT No1 8 P061TJCN:L.at S 1202 
start stop durat1on Long E 1341 
TIME !09:32:38 10:29:17 30 (crin) Pu.rpoM cc:xlQ : 
LOC :3'61.25 3463.30 2.0, Area OOd9 
FDEP'llh 18 19 
BDEP'IH: 18 19 
Tow1ng ctlr; l 9Sø 
CøarC'ond.coc» 1 
VaUdlty code 1 3 
Wire out: 100 m 6poec1: 400 k.n• lO 
Sort ed i 80 Kg Total cateh: 242.67 481 .34 





Galeoi OO& OOcadactylus 
Trachurus trecae 







Miracorv i na angolensis 
Pocaadasys tncisus 
we19ht numbers 
11"·'0 798 23.57 
88.08 188 18.lS 
S0.96 178 1 0.SO 





























2 . 20 
0 . 37 
O. J4 




Total ~ lOo.Oo 
PROJECT STATION: 2941 
DATE, I/ 9/02 GEAR TYPE' vr No. l POSJTION I Lat s 1210 
start stop dll.rat1on 
TIME :18:"3:40 18 153:33 10 (rq inl 
LOC :1512 . 87 3H3.4S 0.57 
FDEP'IH: 47 4 7 
BDEP1lt; 72 72 
Towing dir: 1230 Wire rut; 




Long E 1334 
Purpose CodG: l 
Area cod9 : 2 
Cea.rCond . code 1 
Val1<11ty code: 3 
120 11 Spood: lS Xn• lO 
1.29 CATCll/HQUJI., 1. 74 









Total ~ 100To 
PRCUECT STATION:2942 
DATE' r;/ 9/02 CtAR li'P~: PT No: l POSITIOO:Lat S 1210 
st.4 r t 
TIME : 19110: 01 
LOG :HU.57 
IDEPTH1 15" 
stop åJration Long E 1334 
19:24:29 14 lttinl 
JHS.61 1.0J 
15 
BDEP'IH1 72 76 
TOW"ing d1r1 2970 Wir e ou t : 









Purposo code: l 
Area code : 2 
C9arCond. coda: 
ValJdity code: 3 
120 • Speed: 4 0 kn • lO 
) . 83 CATCJl/MOUJI, 
CATCJl/MOUJI \ OF TOT, C 
'iieight numbers 
12.09 309 
3. 99 26 











PROJ ECT STAT ION: 294 3 
DATE1 6/ 9/02 CEAR T'fPE: PT No: 7 POSITION:L.at S 1226 
et.art s top durat1on Long E 1)28 
TIME : 04:21137 04. : 56114 29 (D\.inl Purpo&e COOe: l 
lDC :3S73.'7 n1S.94 2.24 Area code : 2 
IDEP'Ilt1 10 10 GearCond. ccxSG: 
BOEP'Ill: 41 .C 2 VaUdity code: 3 









Total catch: 23 .<9 CATCJl/HOUR, 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOf. C 
weight nu-=ber s 




0 . 97 2 













O.\n:, 6/ 9/02 CEAR TYPE: BT No: 8 POSITION:Lat S 1231 
start 
TI ME : 09:131 41 
LOG '3606. 0 
stop duration Long E 1320 
FDEPTift 88 
lIDEl!lll' 88 
09 1281 49 lS (mini ~ cede: 1 
3607. 33 o. 90 Area code : 2 
99 
99 
CearCond. code : 
Towlng c1ir1 3120 
Valid it y COåe : J 
Wire c:ut 1 3SO m Speed: 35 Jr.n• 10 




sccnboroøorue t r1 tor 
Trtcl'liurus Hipturua 
Pterotru-usus bQlloc1 






CATCH/HOUR \" OP Tot. C 
we ight numbers 























PR.OJEC'T STATION: 494S 
DATE I 6/ 9/02 CEAR. TYPE: PT N"o.: 1 POSIT!Ct-l:Lat S 12:3'1 
s tart stop durat.ion 
TIKE :l8:201Sl 18121102 30 (min i 
LOG <3677. 67 36H.Sl 1.81 
FtlEP'rn I 10 l 0 
!IDEP1ll < 169 160 
Towtng d.1r1 1700 Wire OJt: 





Trac l'lurus trocaa, 1uvon1 le 
Total catch: 
Long E 1310 
Purposo cede: 1 
Araa code : 2 
c o areonct . coOO: 
VaUdity coda: 1 
HO t:I Speed: 350 lm•l O 
116.94 CATCH/HOUR; 353 .88 
C\TCH/llOUJI t OFTOT.C &AKP 
weight num.ber& 










Total ~ ~ 
PROO'ECT STATIONi 2946 
IA\TE1 '1/ 9/02 CEAR T'tPE: PT No: 1 roSITIOO":Lat .6 1251 
&tart 
T IMS i0211l 1S6 
LOG :371S.7S 
stop durauon Long E 12H 
IDEP'IH : 10 
02:41:44 30 Ca:tn) 




eearcond. code : 
llDEl!ll/, 29 0 
Towlng dlr 1 3060 
Valtdtty code: 1 
W1ro CA!t: 140 m Speed. 4.0 kn • l O 
Sortod1 36 Kg 
SPECIES 






Total catch: 36.03 
CATCH/HOUR \" OF TOO' . C 
we ight n\llnbers 
62 . 50 270 
5.22 16 
2. 46 12 













DATE, 81 9/02 CF.AR TYPE : BT Nos 8 POSITIOOiLat S 1319 
atart 
TIME :12: 14:08 
LOG :3199 . JO 
atop cturat1on 
12 : .46:20 32 1a1n1 





Tow1ng d.lr: 2os,0 Wire out: 
Sor ted: 63 Kg 
SPECI ES 
Dentex •acropht halø.us 
Trtchi.urus lepturus 
Oentex barnard1 






Sco rpaena nort:1anJ. 
Spicara alta 
CJ.tharus Unguatu la 




PUrpo6Q coda: l 
Area codo : l 
cearcond. eoøe : 
Valid i ty COde: 4 
Long E 1236 
380 El Speed1 30 M • lO 
34 5 . .40 641 .6) 
CATCJl/MOUR \ OF TOT. C 
ve1ght nur.bera 





17. 06 32 
14.63 4 1 
11. 81 21 
10.SO 53 
9. 94. 11 
1 . 88 21 
















0 . 30 
---ioo:o3 
63 42 
PROJECT STAT ION: 2948 
OAn: , 8/ 9/02 CP.AR TYPE: PI' No1 1 POSITIOIM.ot S lll8 
start 
TIME :18 :46:09 




18: 57:31 11 {ai1nl 
3846.or; o.1r; 
" 18 
Tow1ng d.1r: 3240 Wire cut: 
SPECIES 
MYCTOPIUOAE 




Erythr ocles moncx11 
Total catch1 
Purpoøo Cc:x1e I 1 
Area ood9 : 1 
CearCond. codo i 
VaUdlty code: 3 
uo • Speed: •o kn• to 
15. 72 
Long l? 1232 
85 .15 




7 .25 38 
6.<4 18S 
2. 24 11 






0 . 44 
Total ~ 
PROJECT STATION: 2949 
OAn:, 8 / 9/02 CF.AR TYPE: Pr N"O: 1 ?OSITION:Lat S 1338 
&tart st.op aura uon 
TIME :18:59: 11 19:09 : 02 10 fatin) 
LOG :384 6 .19 3846.93 0 .74 
FDEP'IH: lS lS 
DDEPTH' 86 3(6 





Total eatcl'I : 
Long E 1231 
Purposo codei 1 
Area codQ 1 1 
CearCond. COde : 1 
Valld1ty C'Ode: 3 
iso 11 Spffld: .e s k.n•to 
is. 28 CATCJl/l!OUJI' 91.68 
CATCJl/MOUR \ OF ror. C SAMP 
ve ight nUllber s 
83.10 76302 91. 30 
7.98 30 8.10 
PltCll'!:CT STATION,2950 
04n:, 9{ 9/02 CEAR T'tPE: PT No: 1 POSJTJCtltLat S 1409 
s tart 
TIME :07:46 :34 




08 :16:31 JO (;i!n) 
39J S . 33 2. lS 
10 
37 
Towlng dir : 70 Wire out: 
Sorted.: Total catch: 
SPECIES 
N O CATCH 
To t.a l 
Long E 1220 
Purpoae code: 
Area code 1 
Cearcond. codo 1 
Va l1<11ty code: 
H O m Spood.: 4S xn• 10 
CATC'H/HOUR1 
CATCH/HOUR t OF TOf. C SA.KP 
'lteight numborø 
0.00 
PROJECT STATIOH: 29H 
OATI:, 9/ 9 /02 CEAR TYPE 1 BT No: 8 P06ITlON1Lat S 1421 
start 
TIME :12:37:00 
LOC : 3971.87 
roE.PTH: 94 
BOEPTH: 94 
s t op dura t ton 




TOW'lng d.lr: 3500 Wir e OJt: 
Long E 1211 
Pllri>O'O code' l 
Area COdO : 1 
CoarCond. COdO: 
Validity code 1 3 
320 11 Speed: 30 M • l O 








Zeu& r aber 





conger conge r 
Total 
CATCJl/MOUJI \ OF TOT. C 
wølght nurnbers 
1682. 51 9060 
126.00 14 6 
122.S7 4234 
74, r,7 S06 
Sl .14 334 
14.49 Sl 
9. 34 17 
7. S4 4. 3 
6 . 00 9 
S.57 17 







3 . S3 
2.s1 












PROJEC'T STA.T JON: 2952 
DATE1 9/ 9/02 CEl+.R TIPE ~ PI' No: 4 POSITIC'N:Lat S 142S 
&tart stoP durauon 
TIME 119:18142 19:4814" 30 (11..in) 
lOC 14003.13 4004 .91 l. 74 
FOEP'llt : 10 10 
BDEPrn: 96 114 
Towtng cUr1 2700 Vire out: 
Sorled1 62 Xg 
SPECIES 
Trachurus trecao 
Trachuruø trecae, juvonile 
Trichiurus le;>turuø 
Saurid.a bras1l1ø n&1a 
Scc:mberooorus tr1tor 
Lagocephaluø laevlgatu s 
Tot.al catch: 
Purposo cod.e: l 
Area cod8 : l 
Gea reond. code : 
Val101ty coda: 3 
150 m Speed: 35 k.n • to 
62.08 
LOng B 1218 
124 .16 




5. 96 22 
4. 32 l166 
o. 90 4 









Total ~ 100 .oo 
DATE .10/ 9/02 
PROJECT STATION: 29Sl 





03: 41: 28 30 fmln) 
4062.85 1.75 
F'DEP'llh 10 
QDtP'Ili I 89 
Tow1ng <Ur1 
Sorted: 6::? Xg 
SPECIES 







340 Wire OJ.t: 
Total catch: 
Purposo code : 1 
Area coæ : 1 
GearCond. coæ : 
Valldity code : 3 
150 m Speed: 38 AA•lO 
LOng E 1210 
61. 18 cA TCll /llOlJR ' 123 .S6 
















Total ~ 100 . 00 
PROJECT STAT JON: 2954 
DATE '10/ 9/02 Cl:AR TYPE: BT No: 8 OOSITION:Lat S 1S09 
&tart stop øu.ratlon Long E 1202 
TIME 108:12:59 08:39103 26 (1Unl 
LOG ,4097.79 4099.l' l.SS 
FOEP'Ill: 1~ 4 162 
BDEP'Ill: l:!.4 162 
TO'll'tng d.1r: 1000 Wire aut; 
Purpose code : l 
Arca coOO : l 
Geat'Cond. coda , 
Val1dlty coda, 3 
400 m spae<l: 40 xn•10 
sorted:: 94 Kg Total catch: 669.10 CATCH/HOUR : 1544 .08 
SPEC!ES 
Trachurus trecaa 
Trachurus capens is 
Atractosclon aequldona 
Sccaberoc:orus tritor 












10. o4 se 




3. 39 16 



















PROJECT STATION: 29SS 
DATEdO/ 9/02 CEAR TYPE: vr No: 1 POSITION: Lia t S 1514 
øt"rt 1t cp c1urat1on Lon g E 1200 
TIME ;18:01136 18:16:36 l S (mi n) 
LOC 14151.51 4152.4S l.17 
FOEP'TH I 80 80 
Purpose ccx:10 , 1 
Area coåe : 1 
C:eatCond. code : 
BDEP1H: l 07 112 
Tow1ng dir: :au.1 
Val1d1ty code: 3 
iHre out: 230 r.i SpQOd: 37 kn• to 
SOrted.1 12 Kg Total catchi 12. S9 CATCll/HoUR, so . )6 
SPECIES CATClt/HOUR ' Os:' TO'T. C SAMP 
Dante x m.acroph t hal111us 
Hyliobatlø aqulla 
TrachUt\I& trocao 
Sepl a or-bignyana 
lbbrina ronchus 
Parapandalus narval 
Olel ldonlchth.y& gatx>nens1& 
Total 
"We ight numbertt 
36.40 228 72.28 
6 . 84 4 17 . SS 
3.60 28 7 . 15 63S2 
0 . 68 4 1. 3S 
0. S2 4 1. 03 
0.24 40 0. 48 
0.08 4 0.16 
-----so:3'6' 100. 00 
PROJECT STATION;29S6 
DATE, 10/ 9/0= CF.AR TYPE: PT No : l POSITletl:Lat S HIS 
start 
T IME :18:20118 
ux; :41S2.6S 
stop <ilrat ion Long E 115'9 
l813Sll8 I S hninl Purpose cod.e: 1 
41S3.S7 0.91 Area code : 1 
FDEP'Ill: 65 &:S CearCond. cod9: 
BD~P'!ll, lll 111 Valid.ity code: 3 
Tow1ng dir1 ::?110 Wtre out : 200 m SpeeO: 40 kn • lO 
Sor ted.1 92 Kg Total catc ti.: 
SPECIES 
Dent c:>x 11nacrophthalm.us 
Trachurus tTøcae. juviJnile 
Trachurus caponuø 
Total 
o . 92 CATCll/HOUR , 
CA.TOI/HOUR \ OF TOT. C 
we lght number s 
1. 68 12 
1. Sl 48 










DATE:lO/ 9/02 POSITION:Lat S 1517 
start s top durat lon Long E 1158 
TI KE :18:4 2 ;!.8 18:58: 43 16 (mini 
LOG : 4154. 08 -4.lS.S.16 1.07 
FOEPTH: 20 20 
BOEPnl : 112 114 
Towing dir: 2110 Wi r e out: 
Sorted: 9 Kg Total catch: 
Pu.rpo&Q code: 1 
ANa codii 1 l 
Coar<'onø.code: 
Validity ooda: 3 
130 m Speed: 4 2 >tn • lO 
9. 78 cATOl/HOUR, 36.68 
SPECIES CA'!CH/HO\lit \ OF ror. C SA><P 
Trachurue trecae 






17. Sl 124 
1. 50 2, 
6.S6 4 5 











PROlECT STAT ION, 29S8 
DATE11l/ 9/02 GEAR TYPE: PT Hoi 2 POS I TION:t.at S lS lO 
s tart stop duration Long E 1143 
TIME :02:39:19 0 3 ~09:31 .30 (min ) t>urpoøe codø: 1 
LJX :4220.48 42 Z.2 . 22 1.7 3 Area oodo : 1 
FDEPTH: 22 2S G~arCond,code: 
BDEl!Il" 641 367 Voll<Uty cooa' 3 
Towing dir : 1000 wire oot: mi speed: k.n • lO 




Tr ichiurus lepturus 
HYCTOPH!O.U: 
Atract06c1on aequ100ns 






Total ca t ch: 54 .08 CATOl/HOUR' 
cATCll/HOUR \ OF ror. C 
we tght nufl\berø 
SS.30 S30 
20.40 104 
11. 90 174 
7 . 20 282 
". 26 2 
4 .06 1312 
2. 28 2 
1. 36 10 
1.06 16 
















PROJE<:r STA.TlON; 2959 
DATE:ll/ 9/02 CF.AR TYPE1 PT No: 1 l'OSITfCIU.at S 15 36 
tttart stop dura ti on 
TCME : OS:08 :42 OS:38: 41 30 (111 ln> Purpo&e code1 
Ll>C :42:U.U 42JS . s.o 2.01 Area code : 1 
FDEP'rn: 30 JO 
60EP'nt: 124 402 
Tow1ng dir: 2800 
GeaICond. codo: 
Val iCllty CoCIG: 3 
Wire cut: 150 ro Spffd : 40 xn• 10 
SortOO: Total catch : 
Long E 11"4 
SPECltS CA.TCH/HOUR \ OF TOJ'. C SA.HP 
\telght null\bera 
N O C AT C H 0.00 
Total 
PRGJECT STATION:2960 
DA.TE: l l/ 9/02 CF.AR TYPE: BT No: 8 POSITION1Lat 6 1S37 
&. tart stop duratlon Long E 110 
TIME :08:21 :30 08:21:38 lS li:alo) Purpoøe coclo1 l 
LOC : 42S2.20 42&1.14 0.93 Area codri : l 
FOEPnf: 110 109 GearCond.codo: 
llDEPnl< no 109 Valid I ty cooa, 3 
Towing dir: 1000 Wt ro cut : 3SO • Speed: 38 kn• lO 
Sorted: Kg Total catch: 
SPECIES C\TO{/HOUR ~ OF TOT. C SAKP 





DATE:ll/ 9/02 CEAR TYPE~ PI" No1 1 POSITIOIU,at S lS33 
star t s top durat .ion Long E 1147 
TIME :10:34 :19 10: 51:08 17 lminl Purpose code: 1 
LOG :4263 . 68 4264.71 1.03 Areacoda :l 
FDIP'lll: 86 86 CearCond. code 1 
BDEPni: 110 114 Validlty codo1 3 
Towlng åir: 185-0 Wlra cut: 2SO m Speed1 38 kn• lO 
Sorted: Kg Total catcl'I: CA tæ/HOUR ' 
SPECIES CATOl/HOUR \ OF Tar. C SJ\HP 
waight nulllborø 
NO C AT C H 0 . 00 
Total 
PROlECT STATJON'2962 
ll>\TE•ll/ 9/02 Gr.AR TYP€: B'T NO: 8 POSITICN:l..at S 1S42 
1;tart stop dllratton 
TJHE :14:01:09 14 : 24 :06 23 lmln) 
l.OC : 4283 . 8!. 4285 .08 1.23 
FDE:Pm : 61 72 
eo~Pm: 61 12 
Towing dir: 300 Wt r o rut: 
Sortod: 184 Kg 
SPECIES 
T'rachurus trecae 
At r acto&cion aequldens 
Pagellu ø bellottll 
1'tyliobat1s aqu.ila 
Onraa6triiphe& pto ropus 
Lilhognatbue. inornyrus 
Sarpa salpa 
Mobula s p. 
Dantex macrophthalmus 
Etrumeus wh1teheadl 
Oente x barnard.1 
l.hbr1na canaria nsle. 
ScCl!lber ja.pant cus 
C!tharus 11nguatula 
Tr ichlurus lepturus 
Tet.al ca.tch: 
Purpoee coder l 
Aroa code : L 
CearCond. codri 1 
VaUOity code 1 3 
Long E llS4 
210 a Spood: 30 kn• lO 


































\ OF TOT. C SAHP 
81.20 















Total ~ 100.00 
PROJE':CT STAT ION: 2963 
DATE 11/ 9/02 CEAR TYPE: Pr No; l POSITION:Lat S 1544 
start stop du.ration Long E 11S2 
TIME :161<l41S4 161S(:34 10 <•in} Purpose Code: l 
LOG : 4:98. 02 4298.'1 o.se Area code , 1 
IDEP'THf 7S 70 CearCond.COOO: 
DOEPTH: 168 Jl8 VaUd.ity code: 3 
Toving dir: 10 Wire out: 240 • &peed! 36 kn• lO 
SOrted: US Kg Total eatch: US. S9 CATOl/HOUR: 693 .S4 















1 2.24. 30 
11.10 78 
9.00 6 
8 .46 84 
6 . 72 6 
6 . 42 162 
) .18 12 
;a . 28 666 
2 .22 
88.07 









0 , )2 
6l61 
Total ~ -rao.oI 
PR.o.nrr STATION: 2964 
DATE•11/ 9/02 CEA~ TYPE, Pr No: 1 POSITIOO~Lat S H44 
start 









Towing d.ir: 9S0 Wtre oot: 










Long E 11S2 
Purpose ccde: 1 
Area coda : 1 
GearCond. ccx1e • 
Va.11d1 ty code: 3 
210 D Speed: 4 0 k.n•lO 
90.S6 CATCH/llOUll, SU.l6 
CA TCH/HOUR \OPTOr.C 
• e1ght nutlbers 
Sl6.60 8490 
9. JO 222 
7.68 186 
4. 7( 6 
2.40 
1.86 









Total ~ ~ 
PROJECT STATION: 296S 
DATE,11/ 9/02 GEAR TYP&; PT No: 1 POSITICNiLat S 1S42 
ø.top duratton Long E 11S2 start 
TIHE :17:09:27 
LOG 14299. SO 
17: 19: 19 10 (mini Purposo code: 
4300 .10 o. 60 Area code 




To•ing dir: 950 
Val1d1t y code: 3 
Wiro out: 16D ;i Speec!: 3S kn • lO 
Sort ed I 30 Kg 
SPECIES 
Trachurus trecae 
ScomOOl"OQOrus tr 1 tor 
Trlchturua lapturu& 
Etruceus wht teheac:H 
Total 
Total catch: 30.04 CATC!l/HOUR, 180 .24 
CATCH/HOUR ti: OF Tar. C SAKP 
wøight miru>ers 
118.20 2616 98.87 6363 
1.32 6 0.13 
0.36 6 o.w 
0. 36 0.20 
PRQJECT STATION: 2966 
OATE,11/ 9/02 GEAR TYPE, PT No, 1 POSITlCH:Lat S 1529 
surt stop durat1on 
TfKE :2l:lS106 2112S106 10 (cainl 
LOG : 033.22 4333.78 O.S6 
FDEP'rn : 11' 146 
mJEPni : 1 ~O 201 
Towlng dir: J4Sø Wire out.: 
Sorted1 24 Kg 
SPECIES 
Atractoscion aequldons 












Long E 1147 
Purpo6Ø code: l 
Area cooe : 1 
CearCond.code: 
VallcHty code: 3 
400 tl Speed: 37 kn•lO 





6. 96. 12 
6.18 24 
4.68 6 
). 90 16 
1. n 1932 
1. 20 18 
1.14 84 
0.60 12 
















DATE:ll/ 9/02 CEAR TYPE: PT No: 1 
PROJæT STAT ION: 2967 
rosn1æ: Lat s t 528 
Lang & 1147 start stoP å.lration 
TIME :21129129 21 :39:S2 10 <111nJ 
LOC 14313.98 '334.S8 O.S9 
rnr.:vrn 1 1s 1s 
IIDEP'Ili: 225 290 
Towlng dJr1 3200 Wire oot1 
Sorteci. 1 l<g 
SPECI&S 
Squal u& megalops 
Shrlmps, small, non comrn. 









Purpo&e cod.e: 1 
Are a code : 1 
GearC'ond. code: 
Validity eode: 3 
210 m Speed: 40 lul•lO 
7 . 93 CATCH/HOUR' 
CA TCH/HOUil • OP TOT. C 
weight nutlt»rs 
18. 90 6 
14. 22 24378 
5.82 114 
3.42 418.S 
l. 7( 774 
l. 68 30 
o. 72 6 
0.54 6 
0 . JO 2( 
0.24 6 
39 . 12 
29.89 

















PROJICT STAT JON: 2968 
CF.AR TYPE1 Pr Hoi l POSITION 1 Lat S H28 
stop duration 
21:5S:29 10 (ain) 
433S.47 O.S8 
2' 
Purpo-.e cOd:o: l 
Area COdO : l 
ceareond. COdO: 
Long E 1146 
BDEP'lll• 328 Sl4 
Toving dir: 3300 
VaUdity eode1 3 
Wire out: lSO 111 Speed: 40 kn •lO 
Sort od: S2 li.9 
SPECIES 







Total catch: 5.2.lS Cl\TCH/HQUR, ll2. 90 
CA TCH/HOUR \ OP ror. C 




















DATE•ll/ 9/02 GEAR TYPE: PT NO: 2 POSITICN:I...at S 1SJ3 
start stop duratton 
TlME :23:23:42 23:38 : 1S H (min) 
LOG :4 343. 24 4344 .12 0.88 
FDEPll!, 90 es 
BOEPTH: 113 112 
Towlng dir: 180ø Wire out: 
Sort.ed: Kg Total catch: 
SPECIES 




' CeazCond. coc:» 1 
VaUdity cO<»: 3 
• Speed: )U\• 10 
Long E 1147 
CATCH/HOUR, 
CATCH/HOUR t OF TQT. C 
wølght nu.llbers 
0.00 
DATE : ll/ 9/02 GEAR TYP2: PT No1 2 
PRQJECT STATION, 2970 
POS I TI ON I Lat s 15 34 
Long E 1141 start stop duratlon 
TIHE :23;4li31 23 : 55:4.7 14 fmln l 
LOG :4344.32 434S.24 0.92 
FOEPTll , 60 6 0 
BDEP'rn! 115. 113 
TOW"ln9 dir : 1800 Wire cut: 
Sorted: 1 Kg Total catch: 
Purpoøe codo: l 
Area coc» : l 
CoarCond.eOde: 
VaUdity COde: 3 
210 m Speed1 35 lul• l O 
l . 74 CATCH/HOUR, 7 .46 
SPECIES CATCll/HOUR \ OP ror. C SAHP 
1"0ight nuo.berø 
s.Sl 4 74.13 At ractoøcion aequidens 
Trachurus trec::ae 1. 93 21 25.87 6369 
Total ~ 100.00 
PRQJllCT STAT!ON• 2971 
DATE:12/ 9/02 CEAR TYPE: PT Nor '2 OOSITICff:Lat S 1S36 
&tart stop auratlon Long E 1147 
TIKE :00:06:03 00:20:S3 lS (llln) 
LOG :4lts.B7 4346 .85 0.97 
FDEPll!, 2> 2S 
BOEP!Hi lB 114 
Towlng d.ir: 1800 Wire out: 
Sorted• 11 l<g 
SPECIES 









Valldity code 1 

























DA'æ:12/ 9/02 CEA.R TYPE: pr No: 1 POSITIOIU.at S gs; 
&tart stop åJ.ralion Long E 1143 
TIME :03:1LS2 03:12:06 20 (mi n i Purpoeo cod&: l 
LOC :4374.ll 4375.33 1.18 Aroa CX>da : 1 
FOtP'™: 10 10 Cearcond. COde 1 
BOtP"rn: 26 31 Valid1ty eodø1 3 
Towing dir: 3600 Wlre out: lSO Ill SJ>QOdi 36 Jc..n • lO 
Sort ed: 134 li.g Total catch: 2124.52 CATC!l/HOUR' 6913. 16 
SPtCitS 
JELLYFIS H 







CATC!l/HOUR • OF ror. C 
weight. nulllbers 
4335.00 2797S 

















PROJl'CT STl\TION: 2973 
DATE.:12/ 9/02 Cf.AR TYPE 1 )T NO ; 8 ros I TIONtLat s 1SS9 
start s top durat lon Long E 1140 
TJME : 07d3:49 08:03:Sl JO !lllin) Purposo code! 
LOG : 4394.86 4396.68 1.81 Area oodie' 
IDEP'll-1 ~ 96 92 CoarCond. coda: 
BOEPIH: 96 92 Valldlty code: 3 
Tow1n9 c11r1 1900 Wi r e a.it: HO • Speed: 31 k.n TlO 
SorLed: 116 Kg Total catch: l.976.23 CATCH/HOUR , 39S2 . 46 
SPEC!ES CATOl/HOUR % OF Tal'. C 
ve lgllt numOOrs 
Trachurus trecao , juvenl te 
Trachurus caponaie, j uveni le 
Oontex 11.acropllt.ha lm.us 
























Syac1um mlcr ururn 
Pocliatomus saltatrlx 
Loltgo vulgarl& 
l.bbr .1na ronchus 
Dentex barnardl 
1S3.68 9124 
S4. 74 ts.64 
JO, 60 BS68 
2S.H 272 
19.12 68 
lS .60 68 
'1. 82 34 
7.14 )128 
6.80 110 
s. 78 S.10 
S.44 34 
S.10 1'10 
2. 72 68 
2. 38 34 
Tot.al ~ ~ 
PROJECT STATION: 2974 
o;.n: ,12/ 9/02 GEAR TYPE : BT No: 8 POSITJOO;Lat S 1604 
start 





10 110: 22 10 hatn ) 
4410 .46 0 .60 
24 
24 
TO\illng C2.ir1 lUrb Wire oot: 
Purpol>Ø code: l 
Area code : 1 
CearCond. code: 
Long E 1141 
Valld!ty code, ) 
130 111 Spood: 37 JulT10 
Sorted : '27 K9 Total catch1 6016.Sl CATCH/HOUR1 36100 .86 
SPECIES CATCH/HOUR \ OP ror. C SAHP 
we1ght numberø. 
Trachurus trecae. juvenl le 
Oeeapterus rhonchua 
3S994 .00 1028412 99. 70 6l74. 
10,.8' 1338 0.30 
Tot.al 
PROJ'ECT STAT?ON:297S. 
DATE, 12/ 9/0> GEAR TYPE i 9T No: 8 POSITJCN:Lat S 1612 
start stop duratton 
TJKE :lS:lO:l2 1S:2s~os 15 {ø.tn> 
LOC :444 5. 76 4446, $3 0, 76 
FDEP'IH : Sl S4 
ROEP'I'H : Sl S4 
Tow1n9 cur1 :noø Wire oot: 
Purpo&a code: 
Area coda 
CearCond. coc» : 
Validlty coOO: 3 
190 Ill Speed: 31 kJ\ TlO 
Long E 1143 
Sort0<11 95 Xg Total catch; J 24S.1J C\TCH/HOUR' 12980. S.2 
SPECIES 
Trachurus capgnslø 
Tracllurus trecae. juvonile 






43. 92 2468 
6 .88 688 








Tota.l l29iOT2 10o.Oo 
PROJ[CT STATION':2976 
01\TE:l2/ 9/02 CEAR TYPE 1 PT No1 1 POSITlCtl1Lat S 1618 
start stop durntlon 
TIME : 1 $:47:27 181S8:ll 11 tein) 
LOC : 4469.63 44 70.27 0 . 65 
FDEPUl, SS SS 
BDEP'TH: 76 74 
To.,,,1ng dir 1 920 Wire out 1 
Sorted: 14 Kg Total catch1 
SPECIES 
Trachurus capenste 
Trachurus trocao, Juvenl le 
Artue. park.11 
Dantex macrophthal~ua 
OCtopus sp . 
SOplel la ornata 
Etrumous whttøhoadJ 
LOng E 1138 
Purpoøo code : l 
Area code : 1 
Cea rCond . cod9 = 
Valid1ty Code: 3 
180 Ill Speed: 4S kn Tl O 




2S. 91 720 
2.45 11 
0.8? 44 
o. 76 s 
0.27 s 
0.11 s 
\ OFTOT. C 
60.40 










Total ~ ~ 
PROJECT STAT ION: 2977 





BOl!P1ll , 7 2 
&top durat.ion 




Towing dir: 900 Wire out: 
Sor ted: 1 Xg Total catch: 
SPECIES 
Sepia orbi9nyana 






130 • Speed, 4 2 
3 
lu\ • 10 
Long E 1139 













Total ---,-.9-, lOo:Ot 
'PROJECT STATION1 2918 
DATE:l2/ 9/02 CEAR. TYPE: P'1' Noi 7 POSITION: Lat S 1624 
start s top du.ration Long E 1146 
TIME :23:23:53 23,53:36 30 (a1n) Purposø ccx:Ut1 l 
LOC : 4$08.89 4Sl0.82 l.91 Area code : l 
FDF1Pnl : 10 10 GQan:'ond.c:oc» : 
BOEP'lll, 20 47 
Towlng dir: 270e 
VaUdlty COØ8: 4 
Wire oot: 15.0 • Speed: 38 >m. •10 








225.45 CA TCll/HOUl<, H0.90 
CA TCH/HOUl< • OF ror . C SAMP 



















o;.n:,13/ 9/02 CE!\R TIPE: 1'! No' 2 POS! TtON, Lat S 1630 
start stop duration 
TIME 102:4.7:22 03:01:•0 14 (mini 
LOC 14S3~.06 4. S32.8& 0.78 
rnEPTH 1 60 60 
BOEP'lll' 86 83 
Towing dir: 90e Wire o.it: 
Sortød: Kg Total catch: 
SPECIES 




CearCood. codo : 
VaUdlty code: 
180 Q SpMCI: 40 
3 
kn T10 
Long e 1137 
CATCH/HOtJl< , 
CA TCll/HOUl< • OF ror . C SAHP 
wetght numbors 
0.00 
DATE1ll/ 9/02 CF.AR TYPE: PI' NO: 2 
PR.OJæI' STATION;2980 
POS!TICJ<, Lat S 16 30 
Long E 1138 statt s t op duratton 
TIME 103106:21 03 :18:S4 H (Nin ) 
I..OG s4S33.12 4Sl3 . S.7 0.?4 
FOEPll!1 SO SO 
IIDI PTH : 82 19 
T~lng d.1r: 900 Wire a.it1 
Sorted: 62 Kg Total catch: 
SPECIES 
Trachurua Cclpensis, juven1le 
Tot a l 
Purpoø.o code: l 
Area OO<:le : 1 
GearCond. COd9: 
Val1d1t y codo 1 3 
160 m. Speec11 38 Jrn•lO 
308 .so CATOl/HOOR: 1423 .as 
CA TOl/HOUR t OF ror. C SAMP 
v0:1ght nulllbers 
1423.SS 14423 100.00 638:3 
PROJECT 6TAT!ON12981 
DATE, ll/ 9/02 CEAR TIPE, Pl' No, 2 POSITION:Lat S l6JO 
atart stop dlra.t1oo 
TIME :03;24:23 03:41:10 17 C•in) 
LOC : 4S34.18 4 &3S .24 1.0S 
FDEPTH: 20 20 
DDEP'Ill: 78 70 
Tow1ng dir : 900 W1ro out: 
sortøc11 s Kg Total catch: 
SPECIES 
TrachUrua C.lponsts, juven11ø 
Sepia o r: Ucinalh h1erredda 
Et rumeus whitehøadi 
CLUSOOl 
Pu.rpow coøe: 
Ar<1a COCle : 1 
CearCond.COdO z 
Valldity codo: 3 
m spoec1: xn• 10 
!>.13 
Long E 1139 
18.11 
CATCR/HOUl< \ OF ror. C SAMP 










Total ~ lOO.Oo 
Ol\TI: ' 8/ 9/02 CEAR TYPE:: BT No1 8 
PROJECI' STATION:29·47 
POSITICW:Lat S 1319 
Long E 1216 atart stop dUratlon 
TIME 112:14 :08 12 :"6:20 32 (•in) 
l.OC :3799.30 3800.96 1.65 
FDEP"Ith llJ Ul 
PurJX*1 coda, l 
ANa codQ : 1 
GearCond.codlit: 
DDEP'IH r 113 Ul 
Towlng d.i r : 2os0 
Val1C1Hy COde: 4 
Wire out: 380 ni Speed: 30 >m• 10 




Dent ex ba.rnardi 
Rhinoba.tos albcraaculatus 
Raja 11iralotu s 
Zeus !aber 
OQntex angolensls 




C1tharUI Unguat ula 







1 9 . 13 21 
11.25 11 
1?.06 32 
14 .63 41 
11.81 21 
10. SO Sl 
9. 94 11 
1.88 21 
4 .so 11 
4.13 11 















0 . 30 
SAHP 
63"2 
Tot a l ~ ~ 
PROJECT STATJON1 2948 
Ui\TE 1 8/ 9/02 CEJl.R TYPE: PT No: l POSITIOO:Lat S 1338 
s tart atop dUration 
TIK2 :U:" 6:09 18 ,S7: 31 ll (c l n ) 
LOC , 39(S,30 3846.0S 0 .7S 
IDEPnt I 44 44 
BDEPTH I 67 78 
Tow1ng dlr: 3240 Wire out : 
SPECIES 
H'IC'J'OPHIDAE 
Tri chturua lepturua 
t:A:lntex macrophthal11.us 
l!Oq>• tx>op & 
Pagollua bellottll 
Erythrocles monOdi 
Total cat ch: 
Long E 12 12 
Purpow coda, l 
Area coOo : 1 
CearCond. code i 
Va11dity coda: 3 
160 Q SpOOc1: 40 kn T10 
lS. 72 CATCll/HOUl< , 
























Total ~ ~ 
PROJECT GTAT ION'r2949 
OATE1 8/ 9/02 CEAR TYPE1 PI' No: 1 POSITICH:Lat S 1338 
&tart 
TIME :1S : S9: ll 
liOC :3846.19 
stop C!Uratlon Long E 1231 
FOEP1H: H 
BOtPT11: 86 
19:09:02 10 (111nl 
3846. 93 0. H 
1' 
l4' 
Tow1ng dir: 324 0 W1ra 0Ut1 






Purpose code: 1 
Are a codQ, : 1 
Gearcond. code : 1 
Val1d lty ooda: 3 
lSO m Spood: 4 S kn• lO 
lS . 28 CATCH/HOUR I 91.U 
Ch'I'Cl/HOUR \ OP TOT. C SAKP 
t1e ight mmbers 
8 3.10 76302 91.30 
7.98 lO 8. 70 
PRO.rncr STATION:29SO 
Ol\11:, 9/ 9/02 GEl<R TYPE' PT No, 7 POSITtOO,Lat S 1409 
start stop duration LOng E 1220 
TIME :07: 46:34 08:16:31 30 (min ) Purpoøe code: 1 
LOC :393l. l8 393S.JJ 2.H Area code : l 
ror.P'llt, 10 lo eea=d.c00o, 
BOEPTH: 31 37 Valid it y codQ: 3 
To1i11n9 dir: 70 Wiro c:utt 140 • Spood: 4S >tn • 10 
Sorted: Total catch: 
SPECIES CATCH/HOUR • OF TCIT. C SAMP 
woight nwllbers 
NO CATCH 0.00 
TO tal 
PROJECT' STATlON'129Sl 
o.\TE1 9/ 9/02 Gr.AR TYPE 1 9T No: 8 POSITICti:Lat S 1421 
start stop <llratlon Long E 1217 
TIME :12 :3'1:00 13:2S:S.3 49 l11l n > Purpo&e code: 1 
LOC :19'11.87 3974.H 2.64 Area code : 1 
FDEPnl: 94 92 GeaI'Cond.code: 
BDEP'IH 1 94 92 Val 1d.1ty code: J 
Tow1ng dir : JSOø Wire out: 320 m Speed i l O X:.n • lO 










CGntrophorus granu losus 
Trich Jurus l epturus 
Dent ex canar i ens 1s 
Trigl a lyra 
COngor conger 
Total 
































PROOECT STATIQN, 2952 
DATE: 9/ 9/02 CEAR TYPE: PT No: 4 POSITICtl:Lat S t.425' 
star t stop durllt1on LOng e 1218 
TIH.E : 19:18 :42 19:48:44 30 (min) Purpose code: l 
1.00 : 400 3.1.l 4.004.91 1.74 Area coda : 1 
rnEP'llt, 10 10 
BDEPni I 96 114 
T°"'ing dir: 2700 
CoarCond. code: 
Val id i t y code: 3 
Wire oot: lSO m Spooå: 3S kn •l O 
Sort<><!, 62 Kg Tot al catch\ 62.08 CATCH/HOUR' 124 .16 
SPECIES CATCH/HOUR • OP TCIT. C SAMP 
Trachurus troe.se 








9 .8' 212 
s. 96 22 
4 . 32 1766 
0.90 4 
0. 32 2 
-r2Ll6 









PROJECT STATtON: 29S3 
DATE:lO/ 9/02 CEA.R n'PEi PT No: 1 t:OSITictl:Lat S 14SS 
star t stop ctura.tion Long E 1210 
TIHE 103;17141 03:47: 28 30 CiaJ.nl Purpose code : 1 
LOG :4061 . 11 4062.BS l.7S Area code : 1 
IDEPTH: 10 10 Cea.rCond. coda: 
BOEPTH: 89 67 Validity codQ; 3 
Toving dir: 3A0 Wire out1 lSO 111 Speed: 38 kn• lO 
SOrted: 6 2 Kg Total catch: 61. 78 CA TCH/HOUR I 123.S' 
SPECIES CATCH/HOUR \ OP TOT. C SAMP 
sard1nella fl\ado-r en s i s 
Trachuruø trecae-
Sardinel la aur Ha 
C)nmastrophe• bartraraii 
Tr ichturus lepturus 
Total 
weight nul:Qb.ers 
80 .60 ss8 















OAn;:lO/ 9/02 CF.AR. TYPE: BT No: 8 POSlTICN:Lat S 1S09 
atan stop duration LOng E 1202 
TIME 108d2:S9 08:39:03 26 (min) 
LOC 14097.79 4099 .36 1.SS 
rnEPnl: 124 16 2 
eDEPTH : 1 24 162 
Tow1ng dlr: lOOø Wire cut: 
Purpos.a code: l 
Area coøa : 1 
Coarcond . code i 
Val1d1ty coda, 3 
400 tn Speed : 40 kn" 10 








Dentex 111.acropht ha lmu s 
Unbr l na canarten&is 
Tod.al'Odos sag i tta tus 
Pagellus bQllot t11 
DQntex a ngolensls 
Total 
CATCH/HOUR • OP TOT. C 
woight numbers 







3. 39 16 



















PJtOJEC'T STAT ION 1 29SS 
DA.TE1lO/ 9/ 02 CEAR TYPE: Pr No: 1 roSIT!OO ,Lat S 1514 
s tart stop durat ion Long E 1200 
TIHE :18:01 :36 18:16:36 15 (11in) 
LOC :'1S l. Sl 4152 .4S 1.17 
rnEP'llt ' 80 80 
BDEPTH I 107 112 
Towing di r : 2110 w1re out 1 




Trachurua t r ecae 
Sepia orbignyana 
UD.br 1na ronchua 
Par apa.ndalus narval 
Otel1don1chthys gabonensls 
Purpo&Q cooe: 1 
Area code : l 
CearCond. code : 
Va.Uc:H t y code: 3 
230 in Sp 'X!d: 37 kn• lO 
12.59 CA TCH/HOUR, 




l. 60 28 
0.68 4 
0.52 • 













PRCIJECT STAT JON, 2956 
OATE:lO/ 9/02 G~R T'iPE1 PT No: l POSITIOH1Lat S lSlS 
start stop dUration LOng E 11S9 
TIME 118:20:18 18 :3S: l8 l S (a 1n) Purpose codø: 1 
1.00 :41S2.6S 41S3. 57 0.91 A.rea code : 1 
rnEPnl: 6S 65 
m:>EPTH: 113 111 
Tow-Jng d.ir: 2lle 
GearC'on d . COdQ: 
Valtdity code: 3 
Wire OJt: 200 o SJ)Qed: 4 0 m.•10 
Total eatch: 0.92 CATOl/HOUR I 
SPOCIES 
09ntox macrophthal tnus 
'fi"achurus t rocae, juven ile 
Trachuruø capena! s 
Tot al 
CATCH/HOUR • OF TCIT . C 
wo i ght numbQrs 
1. 68 12 
1. S2 4 8 
0.48 12 
---3-.6-8 
4S . 6S 
41. lO 







OATE:lO/ 9/02 CEAR TYPE : Pl' No: 1 POSITlaf:Lat & 1Sl7 
start stop durat ion Long E 1158 
TI ME il8: 42:58 18:S8:43 16 11111n> Purpose code: 1 
LOG :US4. 08 415S.16 1.07 Area codQ : l 
FOEPnt: 20 20 GearCond..cOd.3: 
S:OEP'Ilf: 112 114 VaUdity code: 3 
Tow1ng d.ir: 2110 Wi r e 0Jt1 130 m Speed : 42 AA • lO 
Sort<><!, 9 Kg 
SPECIES 
Trachurua trecae 
bccmberoa.orua t rJ.tor 
Trachurua eapensis 
TrJchiurus l ep turus 
Elops lacor ta 
Total 
Total c.atch: 9. 78 CATCH/HOUR , 
CA TCH/HOUR ' OF TCIT. C 
weight number& 
1'1 .Sl 12.4. 
7 .so 26 
6.S6 45 
4 .05 • 












start atop ctur a tio n 
TI ME 102139=19 03:09:31 30 (min) 
l.OC :4220 . 48 4222 . 22 1.73 
rnEP'llt' 22 2 5 
BOEP'llt• 641 367 
Tow1ng dlr : 1000 Wire OJt: 




Tr l chiurua lopturus 
HYCTOPHIDAE 
Atractoscion aoqu1drotns 
Shr lm.pa, small, non cocmn . 
Pomatomus saltatrix 
Trachuni.s caponaie. 
Et I'Ulleua wh1tehead1 
Dentex 111acrophthal11us 
total catch1 




VaUdlty coda: 3 
Ill Speed: >1.n • 10 
t.ong E 114 3 
S.t.08 CA TCH/HOUR 1 108 .16 
CA TCH/HOUR \ OP TOT. C 
woight number& 
55.30 5JO 
20. 40 104 
11 . 90 114. 
7.20 282 
' .26 2 
4.06 1312 
2 . 28 2 
l. 36 10 
1.06 16 













Total ~ lOo':Oo 
PROJECT STATION1 29S9 
tlo\TE,11/ 9/02 GEAR TYPE, PT No• l rosITictl:Lat s 1S36 
atart stop duratlon LOng E ll·U 
TIKE :OS:08:42 0Si38: 41 lO (1:11n) Purpose coo~, l 
to: :42)3 .44 423S.SO 2.07 ANa code ! 1 
FOEP11h JO JO CearCond.eoda: 
BOE~: 124 402 VaUdity c.c>dt!: 3 
Towlng clir: ZB00 WirG OJt: l!>O 11 Speed: 40 Jrn • l O 
SortGd: Total catch: C\ 'IOl/HOUR , 
SPECIES CATCH/OOUR \: OF TOT. C 
weight numbers 
N O CATCH 0 . 00 
Total 
PROJECT STATION12960 
DATE1ll/ 9/02 C'Vt.R TYPE. DT No, 8 ros lTI ON:Lat s 1S37 
start stop durat.lon Long E 1148 
TI ME :0812liJO 08i:l138 15 Ctnln l Purpose code : 
LOC :4252.20 4253.14 0.93 Area coOO 
rnEPTit1 110 10 9 CoarCond . coda : 
BDEPTII: 110 109 Valid1ty code : 3 
Towlng d1r 1 1000 Wlre out: 350 m. Sp øod: 38 Ji;n• l O 
Sorted: Xg Total catch: C\'IOl/HOUR, 
SPECIES CATOl/HOUR \ OF TOT. C SA>tP 
weight nu=bers 
N O CATCH 0.00 
Total 
PROJl"CT STATION:29'1 
CF.AR TIPE : PI' No: 1 POSITICH:Lat G lSll 
start stop dlrat1on Long [ 1147 
TlHE: =10:34 119 10:Sl:08 17 Cmln) 
IJOC :4~63.68 4264.71 l.Ol 
FDEP1lh 86 86 
Purpose code : 1 
Area coda : 1 
GearCond. code: 
BDEPTH: 110 114 
TO'fl'ing CUr: 1850 
Validity code: 3 
W!re cut : 250 ~ Spood: 38 Jm• 10 
Sort.00: Total catch : CATCl{/HOUR : 
SPECIES CA'IOl/HOUR \ OF ror. C SAMP 
wo1gh t nur.tber s 
NO Ci\TCH o.oo 
Total 
PRrutcT STATION, 2962 
OP.tt:ll/ 9/0':. GEAR TYPE: BT No: 8 POSI TION:Lat S 1S42 
start øtop dUrat1on Long E 11S4 
TI H& il4:0l109 14124 106 23 (min) Purpose ccxle: l 
I.De :4283. 8S 4285 . 08 1.23 Area code : l 
FDI:P"™r 61 72 CearCond.code: 
BDEPTH: 61 72 Valid1ty code: 3 
TovJng dJr, 300 Wire OJt: :no ta Speech 30 Jc.n• lO 













Unbr !na canarlGnsla 
Scan.ber ]apon1cue 
Citharus Ungu"tula 
Tr lch1urus leptun.iø 
Total 
Do\TE1ll/ 9/02 
Cl\ TCH/HOUR \ OF TOT. C 
weight nuClbers 
4 531.38 H903 
198.60 631 
90.19 90S 
~2 . )3 ss 
H . 23 27 4 
39. 70 16 4 
38.19 164 
25. 04 3 
24 . 6S 3;7 
14.24 S22 
6.31 83 
4. 93 110 
l .03 29 
0 . 29 3 











0 . 28 
0 . 12 
0 . 10 
0 . 06 
0 . 01 




PROJECT STATlON: l963 
CEAR TYPE : PT No: 1 POStTICtl:Lat S lSU 
start 
TI ME :l6: 4.4 1S4 
LOC :4 298.02 
atop ciurat1on Long E 1H2 
FDEP'lll o 75 
llDEP11!, 168 
16:54134 10 (11inJ 
4l98 .61 0 .S8 
70 
)18 
Purpose cooe: 1 
Area cod9 : 1 
CeaICond. coåe : 
Validity code: J 
Tow1n9 d.Jr: lø WirG out: 240 ID Speed: 36 :kn• lO 
Sorted: 11~ Kg 
SPECIES 
Trachurus trecae 
ttn uceus wh1tehead1 
M-lrlucc1us caponsiø 
Trachurus capons!s 
Myl l ot>at i s aqtt ! la 
Dent ex maerophth l\Jmua 






Total catch: ll5. 59 C\ 'IOl/HOUR, 
CJi,'l'CH/HOUR \ OF TOT. C 
we i ght nU)l'l>era 
61 0. 80 10092 
21. 12 S04 
12 .24 30 
1 1.10 78 
9 . 00 6 
8 . 46 84 
6 . 72 6 
6 . 42 162 
) .18 12 
2. 28 666 
l . 22 
88.01 








0 . 33 
o. 32 




PROJ'ECT STAT ION: 2964 
lll<TE•ll/ 9/02 CEA.R T't'Pt : PT No: l POSITIONd . .at S 1S44 
&ta rt 
TIME :16:S4 :34 
LJ:)G ·4298.61 
stop ouratlon Long E 1152 
17:0-4:S3 10 l•1n) 




Sorted, 90 Kg 
70 
89 
9S0 Wire oot: 
Total catcb: 
Purpo&a CodQ: l 
Ana oodQ 1 1 
Cea.rCond. COde: 
VaU<11ty eodEh 3 
230 D Speed: 40 kn•lO 
90.56 C\TCll/HOUR' 54.l.36 
SPECIES C\'IOl/HOUR • OF ror. C SAHP 
Trachuru& trecae 
Etrumøua \rfhite he adi 







516.60 8 490 
9. 30 222 
7 .68 186 














PP.01ECT STATJON1 2965 
OA.TE:ll/ 9/02 CF.AR TIPE: PT No: l POSI TION:Lat S H4.2 
t5t<J:r t stop du.ratton Long E 1152 
TI ME :17:09:27 17:19:19 10 (roinl Purpo&e codo1 l 
1.0C : 4 299.SO 4300. 10 0.60 Area codo : 1 
rnEP'rn: 40 40 ceareond . codQ: 
BDEPTH: 89 94 Validity eode1 3 
Tovi ng dir : 9S0 ~Uro cut: HO m Speed1 3S >t.n • lO 
Sorted: 30 Kg Total catch: 30.04 180.24 
SPECIES CATCll/HOUR \ OF ror. C SAHP 


















lll<TI:' 11/ 9/02 CEAR TYPE : Pr No 1 l POSITlCN:Lat S 1529 
start stop duratlon Long E 1147 
TIME :21:1S :06 21: 25: 05 10 (min) 
LOC :4333.22 4 333.78 O. S6 
F!lEP1ll : 114 146 
BDEPTH1 l SO 207 
Tow1ng dir: 34S0 Wire rut : 
Sorted, Z<l Kg 
SPECJES 
Atractoacion agqu1dons 









Tr 1ch1urus lepturus 
Tota l catch: 
P'Llrpo&O COd.Q: 1 
Arfl!a cOdO : l 
Geareond.. cOdQ : 
VaUdity code 1 3 
400 1:1 Speed: 37 kn •lO 
24. Sl C\'IOl/HOUR, H1.l8 
CA TCll/HOUR \ OF TI1t. C SAHP 
weight nur.lbera 
107.10 60 
11. 46 576 
6. 96 12 
6.18 :24 
4.68 6 
3. 90 18 
3 . 72 1932 
l. 20 18 
















TOtal ----ii7.1i lOo.Oi 
~ROJECT STATION, 2967 
ot.Tl:,ll/ 9/02 GEAR TYPE' PT No , l POSITlON:Lat S 1528 
start stop dura t lon LOng 2 1147 
TI KE :21:29:29 2 1 :39:S2 10 Cm1nl Purpose coda: l 
LOG :4 333.98 4334 .SB 0 .59 Ar Qa code 1 l 
F!lEP'IH: 7S 7S 
BDEP11!, 2 25 290 
T°"1ng dir : 3200 
CearCond. codrit 1 
Valldity coda, 3 
wiro Q.lt: 210 ftl Speed: 40 kn • lO 
Sorted.: 7 Kg Tot.al catch1 7. 93 C\'.IO!/HOUR, 
SPECIES 
Sqwllus m.egalops 
Shr1rnps, small . non c(.)CMI. 
Tracburus trecae 
M'lCTOPHIDl<E 




Synagr opa microlepis 
Todaropala eblanae 
Total 
C\ 'IOl/ HOUR \ OF TO'!. C 
woight numbera 
18. 90 6 
14. 22 24378 
s. 82 ll4 
3.42 4188 
1.74. '174 
l. 68 30 
0 . 72 6 
0 . S4 6 
0 . 30 24 













47 . !)8 
PROJECT STATION, 2968 
D.\TE:ll/ 9/02 GEAR 'IYPE 1 PT No: 1 llOSITION,l.at S 1528 
&tart stop du.ratl on 
TJME :21-:4S:24 ':.l:S5:29 10 C• inl 
WC :4334 . 89 4335.47 O.S8 
F'DE'.PTN: 2S 25 
DOE'.Pm: 128 534 
Towing dir : 3300 Wl rø out: 
Sort.ed: 52 Kg Total catch 1 
SPEC!ES 




Trachuruf> capQn&i & 
Trichiurus l epturu6 
Sccrioor japonicus 
Pur-poee code: 1 
Area OC>de : l 
GoatCond.codQ I 
Val1d1t.y COde, 3 
150 In Spøod.: 40 kn •lO 
Long E 1146 
s2.15 CA TCll/HOUR, 312 .90 
CA'IOl/HOUR ' OF TO'!. C 
" øight. numbera 
109.68 17S4880 
101.46 111606 
59 . 40 60 
20.04 156 
13. 74 18 






4 . 39 
2. 32 




Total ----n2:9o ~ 
start stop <11.lratJon 
TIME :Z3~:n :42 23d8:1S lS (Din) 
LOO :4343.24 4344 .12 0.88 
FOEPnt : 90 s s 
SD~Pnt1 113 112 
Towing dir: 1 800 Wire out1 
Sorted: Kg Total catc:h: 
SPECIES 
PROJECT STATJON:2969 
POSITJal:Lat S lSll 
Purpose code: 1 
Area code : 1 
CoarCond. coda: 
Leng E 11'7 
Va11t1ity Coda: ) 
m Speod: :kn• l o 
CA TCll/HOUR , 
CATCH/HOUR \: OF TOT. C 
we 1ght nut\l>Qrs 
N O CATC H 0.00 
Tot-11 
PROJECT STATION: 2970 
OATE:ll/ 9/02 CF.AR TYPE: PT No: 2 POSITlCN:Lal S U34 
start stop duratlon LOng E 1147 
TJH& :23:41 : 31 23:S5:47 14 (m in) Purpose code: l 
LOG :4344.32 4341J.:?4 0 .92 Are-a code : l 
TI:IEPTH 1 60 60 Ge-arcond. code: 
SDEP1ll1 115 113 Valld1ty coOa : 3 
Towing dir: 1800 Wire out: 210 m Spood: 3S k.n •10 
Soned: 1 Kg Total catCh; 1. 74 CATCH/HOUR' 7 .46 





S.S3 -4 74.13 
1.93 21 2S.87 6369 
PROJECT STATION1 2911 
DATE 1l2/ 9/02 GEAR TYPE~ PT No: 2 POS!TlON :Lat 6 1536 
start stop cturat1on 
TlHE :00i06:0J 00 ::=:0:53 lS (~inl 
LOC :434S.87 4346 , 8S 0 .97 
IDEP"rn: 2S 2~ 
BDEP'TH: 1 13 114 
Towing dir : ieoø Wire out: 






Sccrnber j aponicus 
Total catch1 




Validity coda: .3 
90 11 Speed: 3S kn• lO 
11. 31 CATCll/HOUR, 
CA TOJ/ltOUR \" OF TOT. C 
wolght nu.mers 
22 . 60 10 4 
12.96 6 4 
4. 32 











PROJECT STAT I0Ni2972 
DATE: 12/ 9/02 CtAR TYPEt vr No: 7 POSlTICff:Lat 6 HSS 
start stop dl.lrat1on Leng E 1143 
TIHE :03:11:52 03 : 12::06 20 li:a in) 
LOC :4374 .13 4375.3} 1.18 
FDEP'Ill: 10 10 
BDEP'nt, 26 31 
Towtng c:11r: 3600 w1ro OJt: 
Purpose code: 1 
Area code : l 
GearCond. codo: 
Vali t11ty code: 3 
ISO m Speed: 36 >m • lo 
Sort ed= 134 Kg Total catch: 2 324 . 52 CATCH/llOUlt. 6973. S6 
SPEC!ES 
J ELL"iFISH 
Trachurus t recae . j uv~ni le 
Dec4',pterus rhonc:hus 
PomatOC11uø aaltatrix 




CATC!l/HOUR \ OF TOT. C 
wo1ght numbers 
4l3S.OO 27975 
2546. 29 S.8752 
49.SO 675 















PROJECT STAT ION: 2973 
DATE:, 12/ 9/02 CF.AR TIPE 1 lT No: 8 POS!T!ON ,Lot S 1SS9 
start stop durat.ion Long E 1140 
TIME 107:33~4 9 08:03:Sl 30 (:nin) Purpoøe cOOe: 
toe :4394.86 4396 .68 1.81 Area COde 
FDEPnt: 96 92 CiMrCOnd. COde : 
BOEPnl : 96 92 VaUdity oodo1 3 
T~ing dir: 190" wire out 1 3SO in Sp.e-ød: 37 1m•10 
Sorted: 116 Kg Total catch: 1976. 23 CATCH/HOUR.1 39S2 . .C6 
SPECIES 
Trachurus t r ecae, juvenl lo 
Trachurus capensis, juvenile 
OQnte x macrophthalmus 
OOBllDAE 
Oamaetrophes bartrai:t1 
Sepia orb1gnya na 
Atrac t oøc1on aequ1dens 
Zeus ta.ber 
Synagrops microlepi s 
Merlucc1u& capensis 
Syacl\Hll mi crurum 
Pomatomu s saltatrix 
I..oligo vulgarls 








25 . 84 
19.12 











































Tot al ~ ~ 
PROJECT STAT ION: 297' 
DATE112/ 9/02 GEAR T'/PE: BT No: 8 POSITfai:Lat & 1604 
s t art s top dUrat1o n 
TJME : 10:00 :41 10 :10: 22 10 (llin) 
LOC :4409.86 44 10 . 46 0.60 
l'DEPnl, 2S 24 
BOEPnr; 25 24 
Towing dir: 18S0 Wi re cut: 
Purpose coda: 
Area coOe 
~arCond. coOO : 
VaUdity coOO : 
130 m Speed: 37 
Long E 1147 
SortQd: 27 Kg Total catch1 6016 . 81 CATOl/HOUJl.1 36100.86 
SPEC!ES 
Trachurus trecae. juvenJle 
Decapterus rhonchus 
Total 
aTCll/HOUR \ OF TOT. C SAMP 
wa1ght TIWWers 
JS.99t . 00 1028412 99. 70 6374 
106 . 86 1338 0.30 
PRQJECT STATIONt297S 
DATE: 12/ 9/02 C2AR TYPE: 9T Ho, 8 OOSITICN1Lat S 1612 
start stop durat.lon 
TIME :1S:10:12 1S:2S:OS 15 lcin) 
Leng E 1143 
toe 1444S.76 444.6.53 0 .76 
IDEPnt: Sl 54 
BDEP'nt, H S4 
Tow1ng dir: 2700 Wire out: 
Purpose code: 1 
Area cooa : 1 
GearCond.codii : 
Val1d1t.y coOO: 3 
190 m Speet1: 31 kn• lO 
SOrt od• 9S Kg Total catch 1 324S.13 CATC!l/HOUR, 12980. S2 
GPEC!2G 
Trachurua capen& i& 














2 4 68 
688 









PR0.1EC'T STAT ION 12976 
CAtt :12/ 9/02 GEAR TYPE1 PT No: 1 rosITJCN:Lat 6 1618 
start s top d:urauon LOng 2 1138 
TIME 118:47!27 18 : 58:11 11 (min) Purpoøe cad~: l 
LOC :4469. 63 4470.27 0.65 Araacode :1 
rn=, ss s s 
BOEP'Ilh 76 74 
Towing dir: 920 
CearCond. code: 
Valldit.y codtl: 3 
Wlre out1 180 a Speed: 4S xn •10 
Gorted · 14 Kg Total catch: 14 .07 CATCll/llOUR' 
SPECl2S 
Trachurua capgnsis 
Trachurue trecao, juvenile 
Ar1us park11 
Dont o x rnacropht.haltnus 
Oct opue ap. 
Sepie l la ornat a 
Etrumeua whitehoadi 
Total 
CA TCll/HOUR \ OP TO'T. C 
weight numbi!rB 
46. 36 1985 
25.91 720 
2 . 4s 11 
0 . 87 ... 
o. '6 s 
















Dl\tt,121 9/02 GEAR TIPE: PT No: 1 POSITIOO::Lat S 1618 
start stop durat lon Leng E 1139 
TI!olE 119:02:46 19:12:49 10 C•1n) Purposa cad.e: 
l.DC 14470.S8 4411. 26 0.66 Area cod9 : l 
FDEP"rn : 20 20 cearcond.code: 
BOEPnl r 72 68 Validit.y code: 3 
Towing dir: 900 W!rø out 1 1 30 111. Sp eed: 42 Jrn• lO 
SortOO: 1 l<g 
SPECIES 
Sep1 a Ol'bl gnyana 
Trachurua tr&eae, juwnUe 
Trachuroa capena15 
Total 
Total ca.tch 1 l. 32 CATCH/ llOUJI.: 
~TC!l/HOUR \ OF TOT. C 
we1ght nllllber s 
1. so 24 










PROJECT STATION :2978 
CEAR TIPE 1 PT No: ? roSITl ON:Lat S 1624. 
start s t op durat lon LOng E 1146 
TIHE :23 :23:5 1 23:53:36 30 (mi n ) Purpoae co::!e: 1 
LOC :4S08 .89 4&10.82 1.91 Area code : 1 
FOEP'IH: 10 10 Cearcond. coda: 
BDEPnt: 20 41 Val1d1ty coda: ' 
Towing dir: 2100 Wlro cut: lSO • Speed: 38 kn• lO 




Tractrurua trocae, juve nile 
Sep!a orbignyana 
Etrumous whi to he ad i 
22S.4S CATCll/ROUR ' 450. 90 
CATCll/HOUR % OF TO'T. C SAHP 
welght nwnbera 
27 1. 20 
137.04 14376 
'1 . S8 7344 
0.,0 30 








Tot al ~ 100.00 
PROJECT STATION1 2979 
C».TE:13/ 9/02 CeAR 'TYPE1 PT No: 2 POSITI~:Lat S 1630 
start stop d:l..lration 
TIME :02:47:22 03:01: 40 U Cmin) 
l.DC :4S32.06 4S32.8S 0. 78 
l'DEP1ll • 60 60 
BD2Pnl : 86 8 3 
Towing dir: 90• Wire OUtz 
Sorted: Kg Total cat ch: 
SPECIEG 
N O CATC H 
Total 
Purpoø.e eOOe: 1 
Area oode : l 
Gearcont1.~: 
Val1d1ty codo: 3 
180 c:i Speod: 40 kn•lO 
Long E 1131 
CATCH/HOUR1 




OAttill/ 9/02 CF.AR. TYPE : PI' No~ 2 POSITION :Lat S 1630 
atart. stop duratton 
TIME ~03:06:21 03:1815.( 13 (Clinl 
LOC r•5l3 .12 4 533.87 0 .74 
l'DEPTI<. SO SO 
BOEP'Ili I 82 79 
Towlng dir: 90• 
Sort.od: 62 l<g Tota l ca t ch: 
SPECIES 
Trachurus capens1s. j uveni lo 
Purposo cOOe: l 
Area codQ : 1 
GearCond. code: 
Val1d ity COOO: 3 
160 ~ Spood.: 38 M•lO 
Leng E 1138 
308. so CATOt/HOUR : 1423 .85 
CATCR/HOUR \ OF TOT . C SAHP 
we lgbt nut'lbers 
14 23 .85 74423 100.00 6383 
Tet.al ~ 100. 00 
PRQJE'CT STATION:2981 
DA'I'E :l3/ 9/02 GF.AR. T'lPE: Pr No: 2 roSITICN:Lat s 1630 
start. 6tOp cturatton Long E 1119 
TI ME :0 3 : 24121 0 3:4li10 17 C;n!nl Purpoa.e code: 
L00 :4~34.1$ 4S)S.24 1.0S Ana code 
Ft>EPTH: 20 20 CearCond . code: 
BOEPnt : 76 70 Va l1dity code: l 
To'iiJng C11 r: 900 iOre ~t~ 11 Speed: kn • lO 
Sorted: ~ Xg Tat.dl catch : 
SPECIES 
Trachurus capenals . juvenUo 
Sepi a or r 1cina l1e. hlcrredåa 
Et.nima u s whi t ehead1 
CLUSOOl 
S.13 C\ TCH/HOUR I 










Tot.al -----iITi 100:0o 
1 8 .11 
SAMP 
6384 
PROJEC'T STATION: 2982 
DATE, ll/ 9/02 GEAR TIPE: BT No : 8 POSITICN=Lat S 1&36 
start stop duratlon Long E 1134 
TIME ~o9:SS:l4 10:10t04 15 fillin ) 
LOG :4S.76 .3l 4.S77.26 0.9S 
FDEPTilo 98 100 
BDEP'IR: 98 100 
Toving dir: 2700 Wire OJt: 
Purposo codQ: 1 
Al'Oa codo : l 
Ceateond.code: 
VaUdity cod9: 3 
JSO • Speed: 38 Jm • lO 
Sorted: 29 Kg Total catch: 3857.00 CATCH/HOUR I 1 !.4 28 .00 
SPECIES CATOl/HOUR \OFTar.C SAMP 
woight. nurnbere 
Trachurus capensis, jUVQO!lOj l4Jl0.80 661EI08 92. 76 E.386 
Trachun.is trecae , juvenile 7f>S,.(4 23 408 4. 90 6385 
Etrumeus wttl t ehead1 148. 96 4788 0. 97 
I»ntex ClacrophthaJriua 143.64 4788 o. 93 
Morluccius capena1s l7.2.C S32 0. ::4 
Atractoscton aequidQna 26.60 S32 0.11 
sy nagrops cilcr olepig S.32 2128 O.Ol 
Total ~ ---roo.Oo 
PROJEC'T STATION: 2983 
D>.TE' : l3/ 9/0~ CF.AR TYPR: PT No: 1 rostTict11t.at s 164 0 
s tart s t op duratton Long E 1147 
TIME : OO,OO :C8 00100:51 15 (e1n) 
LOG =463S.Ol 4 635.91 0 .90 
FDEP'lll = ~ S 
!lOtPTil ' 16 16 
Tow1ng dir: 0 Wire oot: 
Sort9d: 37 Kg Total cat ch = 
Purpo&e C009: 1 
Ar ea cod8 : l 
CearCond.code: 
Validity c:ode: l 
120 ~ Speed: 37 kn •lO 
lSl. 6 4 CATCH/ ROUR I 606 .H 
SPECIES CYI'CH/HOUR \ OF TOT. C SJ\J<P 
Ye i ght mmbors 
!>80.00 112320 95.6:! Engraults encrastcolus 
sarcttncps ocallatua 20.64. 1920 l.40 6387 
Total 
PROJECT STAT ION: 298.C 
DAU:.13/ 9/02 CEAR TYPt= PT No; 2 POSITION1Lat S 1642 
start •top duratton Long 2 1139 
TIKE :23~08:07 23:39:3~ 31 l•ln) Purpo6e coda: l 
LOC :4668.93 4671.04 2.10 Area cod9 : 1 
EDEPnt: 20 lS CøarCond. codQ: 
EDEPTH : 63 91 Val1d1ty oode: 3 
Towing d1r1 2700 Wira cut~ 100 r:i Sp eed: 40 kn• 10 
Sorted : Kg Tot al catch1 CA'IOl/HOUR' 
SPfX' IES CA Tæ/HOUR ' OF TOT. C SANP 
we 1ght ntmb9r& 
NO CATCH 0.00 
Total 
PJl.OJECT STAT ION: 298S 
DATE< l4 / 9/02 GEAR TYPEo Pl" No, 2 rostT!otM.at S 1642 
gtart a t op duration Long t 1136 
Tl ME :23:00121 00100:18 15 Cmln) Purpose ccde: l 
LOG :4671.60 4672.4 8 0.86 Area code : 1 
FOEPnl: 70 70 GoarCond. code: 
BD'EPTII: 92 94 ValJdity oode : 3 
TO'W'1ng rur: 2100 Wire out : 2 10 111 Speec1: 40 kn•lO 
SOrted: 6 Kg Total catch 1 46.-42 CATCH/HOUl>., 18!. .68 
6PEC!ES CATC!l/HOUR \ OF TCYL C SAMP 
\i'eight nUllbQre 
Trachurus c.apensis 
Trachurus t r ecaø 
180 . 80 8396 97. 37 6389 
4.88 180 2.63 6388 
Tota l 
PRQJECT STATION: 2986 
Dl\TI:: 14/ 9/02 GEAR TYPE: Pr No: 2 POSITICH1Lat S 1648 
start øtoP duratJon Long E 1120 
TIME :03:20:SS Ol:SO:l8 30 {min i Purpose c<X1e: 1 
LOG : 4 691.SO 4 699.31 1.81 Ana codtl = l 
rnEPTH: 10 10 cearconct. cod9: 
BDEPnl : 138 128 Val1d1ty code: ) 
Towing cUt": 900 W1ro cut: 150 Ill Spood: 38 >m• lO 
Sorted: Total catch: 0 .26 CATCH/HOUR I 0 .S2 
SPECIE6 CATOl/HOUR \ OF TOT. C SAHP 
Et nl!DQUS Whltehead.1 
Trach.u:rus capens l s 
Total 
welght nuahers 
o.u 8 8-4.62 
0 . 08 2 l S.38 
---0-.S-2 
PRaJECT STAT ION: 2987 
DATE:U/ 9/02 GEAR TYPE: BT No: 8 POS!TICIU.at S 160 
start a t op dura ti on Leng E 1140 
TJHE 106:1J:J6 06:22:20 9 (111inl 
LOG ,471B.83 4719.39 O.SS 
fDEPTH.: 41 4. 2 
l!DEPTH.1 41 4. 2 
Towing <11.r: 3600 Wire OJt : 
Purpo&e cod.e 1 1 
Ai-ea cod9 1 1 
Gearcon<1. code 1 
Val1d1t y code: J 
200 111 Speed: 38 >r..n • lO 
Sort ed I 3 7 Kg To ta l catcb: 9999. 93 CATCH/HOUR, 66666. 20 
SP&CIES 
Sard1nctia OCQl l a t.us 
Engraulla oncrasicoluø 
Total 
CA Tæ/HOUR \ OF Tar . C 
,..o lght num.bers 
62802. 80 2833760 94 . 20 
)863.40 366S73 S.80 





DATE114/ 9/02 GEAR T'lPE: BT No : 8 POSITICM:La.t S 1654 
s tart 
Tltiæ :09:34. :37 
l.OC :474 7.23 
stop duratlon Long E 1130 
FDEP™ 1 112 
BOEP'™ I 112 
09 i4 3d3 9 Cmln l Purpoøe code1 l 
4747 . 74 O. SO Area COdO : 1 
109 Geareond. coc»: 
Towi ng dir: 
109 
900 
VaUdlty eoda: 3 
!Ure out : 350 =" Speedi 36 kn •tO 
SOrted: 60 Kg Total catch : 4780.36 CATOVHOUR: 31869 .07 
SPECIES 
Trac hurus capene!&, juve n119 
Etrutiøue: white headi 
Sardinq:ie ocellatus 
Dentøx macrophthalmus 
Merl uccius capenaiø 




2!.656 . 3) 1101207 
Sl46 . 13 128413 
468. 27 6373 
246. J3. 6813 
14 1.S.3 1047 
10.47 3147 
~ 
'OP TOT. C 
80 . 51 
16. 78 
1.47 








PRG.JECT STATION1 2989 
OJ\TEol4/ 9/02 CF.AR TYPE: 9T No: 8 POS ITION:Lat S 1107 
nart s top <21.lrat.ion Long E 1137 
TIKE :1':1!.:l S 16:.C S109 30 (rainl Purpoeg Codet 
LOC 1480~. 40 4801 . 02 1 . 60 ANa code : 1 
FDEP'IH 1 88 8 7 CearCond. oc>c»: 
BDEPTH 1 88 81 Va11d1ty code 1 3 
Toving dir: 3600 Wire OJt: 330 ia SpH-d: 32 kn • 10 
SortOdo 29 Kg Total catch, 1106. 56 CATCl!/HOUR, 2213 .12 
SP~HS CATC!l/HOUR \ OF Tar. C SAMP 
'We1ght numberø 
Trachurua capgnais, juvenne 1970.24 10106 89 . 03 6396 
Trachurue tre-cae . Juve nUe 72 .9• 1880 3.30 639; 
Oitlntex 11acrophthal1:nu;;, S6.40 676 2.SS 
Tl'Jchturua lepturua l!. .)4 lSO 1.60 
'l"odarodlla sagt ttatus 33 . 84 7 6 1.53 
Pt.erothriasus bølloei 33.84 lSO l. Sl 
Dentex macroph thalmus 7.S2 S26 0.34 
C'le l1don1chthys capensis 3 .00 76 0 . 14 
Total ---mJ."i2 100:02 

ANNEX Ill ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTS 
Echo sounder 
The SIMRAD EK.500/38 kHz scientific sounder was used during the survey for fish 
abundance estimation. The lowering keel was not submerged during the survey. The Bergen 
Echo Integrator system (BEi) was used to scrutinise the acoustic records. The acoustic 
transducers ( 18, 38, 120 and 200 kHz) were calibrated 07 September in Baia dos Elephantes. 
The settings of38 kHz echo sounder were as follows: 
Transceiver-1 menu (38 kHz, mounted in lowering keel) 
Transducer depth 20.07-1508: 5.5 m (keel not submerged), 16.08-17.08: 8.0 m (subm.) 
Absorption coeff. I 0 dB/km 
Pulse length Medium ( 1 ms) 
Bandwith Wide 
Max Power 2000 Watt 
2-way beam angle -21 .0 dB 
Sv Transducer gain 27.37 dB 
TS Transducer gain 27.49 dB 
Angle sensitivity 21. 9 
3 dB beamwidth 7.0 ° alongship 
6.7 ° athwardship 
Alongship offset 0.14 ° 




Bottom range start 






Bottom range start 
TVG 
Sv Colour min 




1 (38 kHz) 




20 log R 
-67 dB 
Bottom detection menu Minimum level -50 dB 
